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Introduction
This document contains detailed information about the curriculum at Sandhills Primary School. Specific
information for each year group can be found in separate year group curriculum documents.

Sandhills Community Primary School Curriculum statement
This statement encompasses principles agreed following discussions with parents, governors and staff. A
detailed breakdown of these principles can be found here.
Intent
At Sandhills Community Primary School, we aim to ensure that our pupils learn the skills and knowledge that will
prepare them not just for the next stage of their educational journey, but will also develop their understanding of
themselves and what it means to be a citizen of 21st century Britain. As part of this aim, we seek to develop
young people who will make a positive contribution to their school, local and wider community. We follow the
National Primary Curriculum and plan topics around foundation subjects, including the core subjects of English
and Maths where appropriate.
We welcome our duties under the Equality Act 2010 to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity
and foster good relations in relation to age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership,
pregnancy and maternity, race and ethnicity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation, .
The subject content of our curriculum is set out in progression documents and long term plans for each subject
area. These make clear what knowledge and skills we expect children to learn at each point throughout their
time in primary school.
We keep each curriculum subject or area under review in order to ensure that teaching and learning reflect the
principles below.

● Principle 1: All learners are of equal worth
● Principle 2: We recognise and respect difference
● Principle 3: We foster positive attitudes and relationships, and a shared sense of cohesion and belonging
● Principle 4: We observe good equalities practice in staff recruitment, retention and development
● Principle 5: We aim to reduce and remove inequalities and barriers that already exist
● Principle 6: We consult widely
● Principle 7: Society as a whole should benefit
● Principle 8: We base our policies and practice on sound evidence
● Principle 9: We work towards measurable equality objectives

We want to ensure that every child experiences the joy and challenge of learning. They do this through learning
within a coherent and progressive framework that allows them to build on what they have learnt already as they
progress through the school. In doing so, they are fully prepared for each next step and have the knowledge
and skills they need to make sense of new information and new ways of doing things.
It is important to us that we enable children to develop curiosity as a learner and to be able to reflect on their
learning. It is equally important that we prioritise developing children’s confidence and belief in themselves and
support the development of their own core values that will guide their decisions throughout their lives.

Implementation
We aim to provide a range of topics spread across the traditional subject areas that children enjoy and take
pleasure in their learning and allow them to explore the breadth and depth of the National Curriculum and
beyond and develop a rich and deep subject knowledge. We plan experiences that support the understanding of
British Values and allow children to learn how to respect themselves and others.
We give children opportunities to go on trips, have expert visitors in school and celebrate the topics with topic
days in order to enrich the children’s experiences of learning.

We know that we all learn by practising skills until they become embedded habits in our long term memories. If
we rush through new skills and knowledge too quickly we forget them all too quickly and have a shaky grasp of
how to apply them when we move on to a new concept. We also know that some disadvantaged children and
some children with special education needs take longer to embed new skills and knowledge within their long
term memories and need to spend longer practising and be supported in applying their new skills and
knowledge.
Many of our pupils have rich and diverse experiences in their home-life that they can apply to other areas of their
lives, including learning at school, but this is not true of all of our pupils and we need to plan learning and
experiences carefully so that all of our pupils have the background knowledge and skills they need to get them
started on each new area of learning.

Impact
The impact of the curriculum is measured through a combination of ongoing formative assessment and formal
summative assessments at three points during the year. When assessment information shows children have not
learnt the relevant skills or knowledge in Maths and English, additional support is put in place to close any gaps.
Attainment and progress in Foundation Subjects is tracked using Target Tracker. The information collected is
used by teachers to support future planning.
The impact of the curriculum can also be seen through the work in books and work displayed around the school.
It is also seen in the progress the children make towards being ready for the next step in their educational
journey as independent, knowledgeable learners.

Sandhills Primary School - Cornerstones topic choices Sept 2021
Year group

Term one

Whole school Black History
focus
Month

Term two

Term three

Term four

Term five

Term six

Chosen charity
event
Random acts of
Remembrance Day kindness Feb 14th Anti-bullying
20th

International
Women’s Day
Science Day
World Book Day

Eco Week/Day
Chosen charity
event

Windrush Day
Pride Month
Arts Week tbc

Easter
Passover 15th - 23rd Apr
Ramadan

Key religious
festivals
EYFS

Rosh Hashannah

Christmas
Diwali (4th Nov)
Hanukah(29th Nov)

All about me

Let’s celebrate

Once upon a
time

Help! Help!

Old MacDonald
had a farm

Off to outer
space

Year One

Superheroes

Memory Box

Moon Zoom

Dinosaur

Enchanted
Woodland

Splendid Skies

Year Two

The Scented
Garden

Muck, Mess and
Mixtures

Land Ahoy!

Wriggle and
Crawl

Beachcomber

Towers, Tunnels
and Turrets

Year Three

Tribal Tales

Predators

Heroes & Villains Gods and
Mortals

Tremors

Flow

Year Four

Burps, Bottoms
& Bile

Traders &
Raiders

Playlist

Blue Abyss

Misty Mountain
Sierra

I am Warrior!

Year Five

Alchemy Island

Pestilence

Stargazers

A Child’s War

Time Traveller

Scream Machine

Year Six

ID

Victorian
Revolution

Frozen Kingdom

You Are
Awesome

Bloodheart

Hola Mexico

Topic Webs for each year group are available on the school
website
https://sandhills.oxon.sch.uk/curriculum-information/curriculum-m
aps/

Visits and visitor overview
Our whole school programme of visits and visitors is planned to support work in the classroom in developing cultural capital and to give
children an understanding of their place within both the local and national community. Visits and visitors allow us to enrich and bring life to
the children’s learning. They give glimpses into other lives and experiences that give a sense of what is possible. We are continuing to develop
these opportunities.
Sept 2021 - the programme below is still partly impacted by Covid 19. We are working hard at resuming the full programme as soon as possible.

Cultural

Experiences

Visitor / workshop

Curriculum Day / Special events

Community Link

Sandhills Primary School Curriculum – Visits and Visitors
Year Group

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

EYFS

Forest School

Forest School
Pantomime
(alternate years)

Forest School
Science Explorer
Dome

Forest School
Visit by Fire Service

Forest School

Forest School
Farm visit

Y1

Superhero
Community police visit to
school

Memory Box
Pantomime
(alternate years)
Banbury Museum or
Cogges
Christmas cards to
sheltered
accommodation in
Barton
Towers, Tunnels and
Turrets
Forest School
lPantomime
(alternate years)

Moon Zoom
Science Explorer
Dome

Dinosaurs
Natural History
Museum

Enchanted Woodland
Author visit
Story Museum Pumpkin tbc

Splendid Skies
Hill End or Science
Oxford

Muck, mess and
mixtures
Forest School
Science Explorer
Dome

Land Ahoy

Wriggle and Crawl

Beach Comber

Forest School

Forest School
KS1 Music Festival tbc

Forest School

Scented Garden
Y2

Forest School

Animals to school

Flow
Y3

Steamers Boat Trip

Traiders and Raiders
Y4

Y5

Y6
Kinex?

Christchurch Choir
Trade Fair week

Alchemy
Visit from a Games
Designer

ID
Forensic Afternoon with
visiting Forensic
Investigator
Fingerprinting

Visit to Oxford Castle
Tribal Tales
Pantomime
(alternate years)
Biscuit Henge
Houses ??
Playlist
Pantomime
(alternate years)
Christchurch Choir
Metro Bank visit
Pestilence
Pantomime
(alternate years)
Medieval Day
Swimming
RE Inspired
Victorian Revolution
Pantomime
(alternate years)

Tremors

Predators

Science Explorer
Dome
Ashmolean Museum

Animal man?
Science Day

Burps, bottoms and
bile
Science Explorer
Dome
Visit from STEM
Ambassador
Stargazer
Science Explorer
Dome

Ocean Abyss

Frozen Kingdom
Science Explorer
Dome
Roald Dahl Day

Greek Gods and
Mortals
Dress up day

Heroes and Villains

Misty Mountains

I am a Warrior

World Book Day
(costume)

A Child’s War

Harry Potter visit tbc

Time Traveller
School Nurse visiting

Scream Machine
Thorpe Park

Out
door Learning

Eco Week

S
Bloodheart
Creating a class
newspaper

You Are Awesome
You Are Awesome
Residential Visit

Hola Mexico
Cooking a Mexican
two course meal

Residential visit

IMPS
Pizza Express

Visit to Roald Dahl
Museum
Iceberg memorable
experience.
Whole School

Remembrance Day
Anti-bullying Week
Children in Need
Pantomime visit
Christmas
Performances

Science Explorer
Dome

Eco Week

Science Day
World Book Day
Comic Relief (Red
Nose Day)

May Day

English
See separate year group curriculums for English Curriculum Maps

Maths
See separate year group curriculums for details of what is taught in each term.
The following tables show the ‘ready to progress’ criteria laid out in the DfE guidance for KS1 and KS2 published
in June 2020. The complete document can be found here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/897806/Maths
_guidance_KS_1_and_2.pdf
NPV - number and place value
NF - number facts
AS - addition and subtraction
MD - multiplication and division
F - fractions
G - geometry
Measurement and Statistics are integrated as applications of number criteria, and elements of
measurement that relate to shape are included in the Geometry strand.

Science
Science Curriculum Map (LTP) 2019-2020

Workin
g
Scientifi
cally

●

●

●
●
●

KS1
Year 1
Ask simple
questions and
recognise that
they can be
answered in
different ways
(Term 3)
Use simple
equipment to
observe
closely
Perform
simple tests
(Term 3)
Identify and
classify (Term
4 & 5)
Use his/her
observation
and ideas to
suggest
answers to

Year 2
● Ask simple
questions and
recognise that
they can be
answered in
different ways
including use
of scientific
language from
the national
curriculum
(Term 3)
● Use simple
equipment to
observe
closely
including
changes over
time (Term 1
& 6)
● Communicate
his/her ideas,
what he/she

LKS2
Year 3
Year 4
● Ask relevant
● Ask relevant
questions
questions and
and use
use different
differed
types of
types of
scientific
scientific
enquires to
enquires to
answer them
answer them
(Term 4)
(Term 2 & 5)
● Set up simple
● Set up
practical
simple
enquiries,
practical
comparative
enquires,
and fair tests
comparative
(Term 3, 5 &
and fair tests
6)
(Term 3 & 1)
● Make
● Make
systematic
systematic
and careful
and careful
observations
observations
and where
and, where
appropriate,
appropriate,
take accurate
take accurate
measurement

UKS2
Year 5
Year 6
● Plan different
● Plan different
types of
types of
scientific
scientific
enquiries to
enquiries to
answer
answer their
questions,
own or others’
including
questions,
recognising and
including
controlling
recognising
variables where
and
necessary
controlling
(Term 1, 2, 3 &
variables
6)
where
● Take
necessary
measurements,
(Term 6 & 5)
using a range
● Take
of scientific
measurements,
equipment,
using a range
with
of scientific
increasingly
equipment,
accuracy and
with
precision,
increasing
taking repeat
accuracy and

questions
(Term 1 & 6)
● Gather and
record data to
help in
answering
questions
(Term 4 & 3)

●

●

●

●

does and what
he/she finds
out in a variety
of ways
Perform
simple
comparative
tests (Term 2,
3, 5 & 6)
Identify, group
and classify
(Term 2, 1 &
6)
Use his/her
observations
and ideas to
suggest
answers to
questions
noticing
similarities,
differences and
patterns (Term
5, 1 & 6)
Gather and
record data to
help in
answering
questions
including from
secondary

measuremen
ts using
standard
units, using a
range of
equipment,
including
thermometer
s and data
loggers
● Gather,
record,
classify and
present data
in a variety
of ways to
help in
answering
questions
(Term 1, 4
&6)
● Record
findings
using simple
scientific
language,
drawings,
labelled
diagrams,
keys, bar
charts and

s using
standard
units, using a
range of
equipment,
including
thermometers
and data
loggers (Term
3, 4 & 5)
● Gather,
record,
classify and
present data
in a variety of
ways to help
in answering
question
(Term 3)
● Record
findings
using simple
scientific
language,
drawings,
labelled
diagrams,
keys, bar
charts and
tables (Term
3, 4 & 6)

readings when
appropriate
(Term 3, 5 & 6)
● Record data
and results of
increasingly
complexity
using scientific
diagrams and
labels,
classification
keys, tables,
scatter graphs,
bar and line
graphs (Term 1,
2, 3, 4 & 6)
● Use test results
to make
predictions to
set up further
comparative
and fair tests
(Term 6)
● Report and
present
findings from
enquires,
including
conclusions,
causal
relationships

precision,
taking repeat
readings when
appropriate
(Term 6)
● Record data
and results of
increasing
complexity
using
scientific
diagrams and
labels,
classification
keys, tables,
scatter graphs,
bar and line
graphs (Term
6 & 3)
● Use test results
to make
predictions to
set up further
comparative
and fair tests
● Report and
present
findings from
enquiries,
including
conclusions,

sources of
information
(Term 2 & 1)

tables (Term
2 & 4)
● Report on
findings
from
enquiries,
including
oral and
written
explanations,
displays or
presentations
of results
and
conclusions
(Term 4 & 1)
● Use results
to draw
simple
conclusion,
make
prediction
for new
values,
suggest
improvemen
t and raise
further
questions
(Term 1)

● Report on
findings from
enquiries,
including oral
and written
explanations,
displays or
presentations
of results and
conclusions
(Term 5)
● Use results to
draw simple
conclusions,
make
predictions
for new
values,
suggest
improvement
s and raise
further
question
(Term 5)
● Identify
differences,
similarities or
change
related to
simple
scientific

and
explanations of
and degree of
trust in results,
in oral and
written forms
such as
displays and
other
presentation
(Term 1, 2, 3, 4
& 6)
● Identify
scientific
evidence that
has been used
to support or
refute ideas or
arguments
(Term 3, 4 & 5)

causal
relationships
an
explanations
of and degree
of trust in
results, in oral
and write
forms such as
displays and
other
presentations
(Term 6 & 5)
● Identify
scientific
evidence that
has been used
to support or
refute ideas or
arguments
● Describe and
evaluate their
own and other
people’s
scientific ideas
related to
topics in the
national
curriculum
(including
ideas that have

● Identify
differences,
similarities
or changes
related to
simple
scientific
ideas and
processes
(Term 6 & 3)
● Use
straightforw
ard scientific
evidence to
answer
questions or
to support
his/her
findings

Term 1

Year 1
Superheroes

Year 2
The scented garden

Year 3
Flow

ideas and
processes
(Term 3)
● Use
straightforwa
rd scientific
evidence to
answer
questions or
to support
his/her
findings
(Term 3 & 5)

Year 4
Traders and
Raiders

Year 5
Alchemy Island

changed over
time), using
evidence from
a range of
sources
● Group and
classify things
and recognise
patterns
● Find things out
using a wide
range of
secondary
sources of
information
● Use
appropriate
scientific
language and
ideas from the
national
curriculum to
explain,
evaluate and
communicate
his/her method
and findings
Year 6
ID

NONE

Plants
● Observe and
describe how
seeds and
bulbs grow
into mature
plants
● Describe how
plants need
water, light
and a suitable
temperature to
grow and stay
healthy, and
describe the
impact of
changing these

NONE

NONE

Materials
● Compare and
group together
everyday materials
on the basis of
their properties,
including their
hardness,
solubility,
transparency,
conductivity
(electrical and
thermal), and
response to
magnets
● Recognise that
some materials
will dissolve in
liquid to form a
solution, and
describe how to
recover a
substance from a
solution
● Use knowledge of
solids, liquids and
gases to decide
how mixtures
might be
separated,

Evolution and
inheritance
● Recognise that
living things
have changed
over time and
that fossils
provide
information
about living
things that
inhabited the
Earth millions
of years ago
● Recognise that
living things
produce
offspring of
the same kind,
but normally
offspring vary
and are not
identical to
their parents
● Identify how
animals and
plants are
adapted to suit
their
environment
in different

including through
filtering, sieving
and evaporating
● Give reasons,
based on evidence
from comparative
and fair tests, for
the particular uses
of everyday
materials,
including metal,
wood and plastic
● Demonstrate that
dissolving, mixing
and changes of
state are reversible
changes
● Explain that some
changes result in
the formation of
new materials, and
that this kind of
change is not
usually reversible,
including changes
associated with
burning and the
action of acid on
bicarbonate of
soda

ways and that
adaptation
may lead to
evolution

The
HUB

● Can you be a
superhero?
● How do you
make bread?
WS link
● How does it
move? WS
link
● What can you
remember?
WS link

STEM

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.
● Make a
● Flowering
superhero float
plant life cycle
● What’s the
plate spinner
best material
● Transport in
for a superhero
plants
cape?
● Bean in a jar

Science
Sparks

Science
Oxford

● Can Seeds
grow
anywhere?
● How does
grass grow?

● Are
mushrooms
deadly? WS
link
● Is it safe to
eat? WS link

● Did the
Romans use
toilet roll?
WS link
● How far can
an arrow
travel? WS
link
● What are
catapults for?
WS link

● Can you clean
dirty water?
● Do all solids
dissolve?
● Which
materials
conduct heat?

● Can we slow
cooling down?
● How do
animals stay
warm?
● How does
inheritance
work?
● Why do birds
have different
beaks?
On the Website sited
On the Website sited
below, there is a set of below, there is a set of
websites for each of
websites for each of
the units covered by
the units covered by
your year. It has a
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
to pick and choose
from, as well as having from, as well as
investigations.
having investigations.

Shows and
workshops:
● Crime scene
science

● Types of
leaves
● Do you need
big seeds to
grow big
plants?

Explorif
y

Term 2

Year 1
Memory Box
NONE
●

Year 2
Towers, Tunnels and
Turrets
Materials
● Identify and
compare the
suitability of a
variety of
everyday
materials,
including
wood, metal,
plastic, glass,
brick, rock,
paper and
cardboard for
particular uses
● Describe how
the shapes of
solid objects
made from
some materials
can be

● 3…2…1 lift
off!
● How strong is
an egg?

Year 3
Tribal Tales
Rocks
● Compare
and group
together
different
kinds of
rocks on the
basis of their
appearance
and simple
physical
properties
● Describe in
simple terms
how fossils
are formed
when things
that have
lived are

Year 4
Playlist
Sound
● Identify how
sounds are
made,
associating
some of them
with
something
vibrating
● Recognise
that
vibrations
from sounds
travel
through a
medium to
the ear
● Find patterns
between the
pitch of a

Year 5
Pestilence
Forces and Magnets
● Identify the
effects of air
resistance,
water
resistance and
friction, that act
between
moving
surfaces
● Recognise that
some
mechanisms,
including
levers, pulleys
and gears,
allow a smaller
force to have a
greater effect

● What if we
could bring
back woolly
mammoths?
● How much
variation is
there in how
we look?
Year 6
Victorian Revolution
Electricity
● Associate the
brightness of a
lamp or the
volume of a
buzzer with
the number
and voltage of
cells used in
the circuit
● Compare and
give reasons
for variations
in how
components
function,
including the
brightness of
bulbs, the
loudness of

The
HUB

STEM

●

changed by
squashing,
bending,
twisting and
stretching

trapped
within rock
● Recognise
that soils are
made from
rocks and
organic
matter

● How is mud
made?

● How do
fossils form?
● What is
sand?

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of

sound and
features of
the object
that produced
it
● Find patterns
between the
volume of a
sound and the
strength of
the vibrations
that produced
it
● Recognise
that sounds
get fainted as
the distance
from the
sound source
increases

● Can we block
sound?
● How can we
change a
sound?
● How far can
sound travel?
On the Website sited On the Website sited
below, there is a set below, there is a set
of websites for each of websites for each

buzzers and
the on/off
position of
switches
● Use
recognised
symbols when
representing a
simple circuit
in a diagram

● How clean are
your hands?
WS link
● Why are
zip-wires so
fast?

● Can fruit light
a bulb?
● Can you send
a coded
message?

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of

the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.
Science
Sparks

● ?

Science
Oxford

●

Term 3

● Science
experiments
for a building
topic
Shows and
Workshops:
Discover materials

● Plastic
fantastic

Explorif
y

Year 1

of the units covered
by your year. It has
a range of lesson
plans to pick and
choose from, as well
as having
investigations.

Year 2

● Which rock
would be
best for a
skate ramp?
● Why don’t
all rocks
look the
same?
● Do rocks
stay the
same
forever?
Year 3

of the units covered
by your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having
investigations.
● How can we
see sound and
other music
ideas
Shows and
Workshops:
● Sound of
science
(show and
workshop)
● Protect your
ears
● What’s that
sound?

the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as having
investigations

Year 4

Year 5

the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

Kit loan:
Circuit detectives

● What if brakes
were
automatic?
● Build an egg
parachute

Year 6

Moon Zoom
Materials
● Distinguish
between an
object and the
material from
which it is
made
● Identify and
name a variety
of everyday
materials,
including
wood, plastic,
glass, metal,
water and rock
● Describe the
simple
physical
properties of a
variety of
everyday
materials
● Compare and
group together
a variety of
everyday
materials on
the basis of

Muck, Mess and
Mixtures
Materials
● Identify and
compare the
suitability of a
variety of
everyday
materials,
including
wood, metal,
plastic, glass,
brick, rock,
paper and
cardboard for
particular uses
● Describe how
the shapes of
solid objects
made from
some materials
can be
changed by
squashing,
bending,
twisting and
stretching

Tremors

Burps, Bottoms and
Stargazers
Bile
Forces and
Animals, including
Forces and Magnets
Magnets
humans
Earth and Space
● Compare
● Describe the Forces and Magnets
how things
simple
● Explain that
move on
functions of
unsupported
different
the basic
objects fall
surfaces
parts of the
towards the Earth
● Notice that
digestive
because of the
some forces
system in
force of gravity
need contact
humans
acting between the
between two
● Construct and
Earth and the
objects, but
interpret a
falling object
magnetic
variety of
Earth and Space
forces can
food chains,
● Describe the
act at a
identifying
movement of the
distance
producers,
Earth, and other
● Observe how
predators and
planets, relative to
magnets
prey
the Sun in the
attract or
● Identify the
solar system
repel each
different
● Describe the
other and
types of teeth
movement of the
attract some
in humans
moon relative to
materials
and their
the earth
and not
simple
● Describe the sun,
others
functions
earth and moon
● Compare
approximately
and group
spherical bodies
together a
● Use the idea of the
variety of
Earth’s rotation to

Frozen Kingdom
Living thing and
their habitats
● Describe how
living things
are classifies
into broad
groups
according to
common
observable
characteristics
and based on
similarities
and
differences,
including
micro-organis
ms, plants and
animals
● Give reasons
for classifying
plants and
animals based
on specific
characteristics

their simple
physical
properties

●

●

The
HUB

● How does it feel?
● What keeps us
dry?
● What makes the
loudest sound?

● Can water
make music?
● Can you find
the treasure?
● Can you make
a paper
bridge?

●
●
●

everyday
materials on
the basis of
whether they
are attracted
to a magnet,
and identify
some
magnetic
materials
Describe
magnets as
having two
poles
Predict
whether two
magnets will
attract or
repel each
other,
depending
on which
poles are
facing
Can you
block
magnetism?
How mighty
are magnets?
What does
friction do?

explain day and
night and the
apparent
movement of the
sun across the sky

● How does
toothpaste
protect teeth?
● What is spit
for?

● Can we track
the Sun?
● How do leavers
help us?
● How do rockets
lift off?

● Where do wild
plants grow
best?
● Why are
things
classified?

● Do all balls
bounce?
● Which stuff is
stickier?
● Why do boats
float?

STEM

Science
Sparks

Science
Oxford

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.
● Can you fix
the astronauts
glove?
● Is wood
waterproof?
● Introducing
materials

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.
● Sort Ariel’s
cave

Kit loan:
● Slime
● Bubbles

● Why do
magnets
attract and
repel?

On the Website sited
below, there is a set
of websites for each
of the units covered
by your year. It has
a range of lesson
plans to pick and
choose from, as well
as having
investigations.

On the Website sited
below, there is a set
of websites for each
of the units covered
by your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having
investigations.
● Tooth decay.
Experiment
with egg
shells

● How do we
know the Earth
is round?
● How does the
moon move?
● What do
pulleys do?
● Why do planets
have craters?
On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as having
investigations.

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

Explorif
y

● Which is the
bendiest?
● What if every
material was
stretchy?

Term 4

Year 1
Dinosaur Planet
Animals, including
humans
● Identify and
name a variety
of common
animals
including fish,
amphibians,
reptiles, birds
and mammals
● Group animals
according to
what they eat

● Changing
shape
● What is every
material was
rigid?

Year 2
Land Ahoy!
NONE

● Move large
stones

Year 3
Predators
Plants
● Identify and
describe the
functions of
different
parts of
flowering
plants: roots,
stem/trunk,
leaves and
flowers
● Explore and
describe the

● What if
toothbrushes
didn’t exist?
● Why do we
have different
teeth?
● How long is
the gut?

Year 4
Blue Abyss
Living things and
their habitats
● Recognise
that living
things can be
grouped in a
variety of
ways
● Explore and
use
classification
keys to help
group,
identify and

● Manoeuvring
on the moon
● Resilient rovers
● Who should
own space?
● Suits you
● What if the
earth wasn’t on
an axis?
● What if the sun
rotated and the
earth didn’t?
● What if there
was no moon?
● Light and time
Year 5
Child’s war
Living things and
their habitats
● Describe the
differences in the
life cycles of a
mammal, an
amphibian, an
insect and a bird
● Describe the life
process of
reproduction in
some plants and
animals

Year 6
Bloodheart
Animals, including
humans
● Identify and
name the main
parts of the
human
circulatory
system, and
describe the
function of the
heart, blood
vessels and
blood

● Identify and
name a variety
of common
animals that
are carnivore,
herbivores and
omnivores
● Describe and
compare the
structure of a
variety of
common
animals (fish,
amphibians,
reptiles, birds
and mammals,
including pets)
● Identify, name,
draw and label
the basic parts
of the human
body and say
which part of
the body is
associated
with each
sense
● Describe and
compare the
structure of a
variety of

requirements
of plants for
life and
growth (air,
light, water,
nutrients
from soil,
and room to
grow) and
how they
vary from
plant to plant
● Investigate
the way in
which water
is
transported
within plants
● Explore the
part that
flowers play
in the life
cycle of
flowering
plants,
including
pollination,
seed
formation
and seed
dispersal

name a
variety of
living things
in their local
and wider
environment
● Recognise
that
environments
can change
and that this
can
sometimes
pose dangers
and have an
impact on
living things

● Describe the
ways in which
nutrients and
water are
transported
within
animals,
including
humans
● Recognise the
impact of diet,
exercise, drugs
and lifestyle
on the way
their bodies
function

The
HUB

STEM

common
animals (fish,
amphibians,
reptiles, birds
and mammals,
including pets)
● How big is a
raindrop?
● What can
worms sense?
● Whose poo?
● What can our
hands do?
● What is
camouflage
for?
● Why do we
have teeth?
● Why do we
have two eyes?
On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

● What shape is
a bubble? WS
link

● Do plants
have legs?
● What are
flowers for?
● Why are
trees tall?

On the Website sited
below, there is a set
of websites for each
of the units covered
by your year. It has
a range of lesson
plans to pick and
choose from, as well
as having
investigations.

● Can worms
sense danger?
● How does
pollution
affect
habitats?

On the Website sited
below, there is a set
of websites for each
of the units covered
by your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having
investigations.

● Why do birds lay
eggs?

● How does blood
flow?
● What can your
heart rate tell
you?
● What’s in blood?
●

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as having
investigations.

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

Science
Sparks

Science
Oxford

● Why do we
have a nose?

Shows and
workshops:
● Amazing
animals

● Protect the
pirate coins –
waterproofing
activity
● Which
materials make
the best boat?
Shows and
workshops
● Craft rafts

Year 2
Wriggle and Crawl

● Water
colours
● Make a plant
self-watering
device
● What If we
did not plant
trees?
● What if
plants could
talk?
Year 3
Gods and Mortals

Animals, including
humans
● Understand
that animals,
including
humans, have

Animals, including
humans
● Identify that
humans and
some other
animals have

Explorif
y

Term 5

Year 1
Enchanted
Woodland
Seasonal
Changes/Plants
Seasonal Changes
● Observe
changes across

● Edible butterfly
life cycle
● Birds beak
adaptations

● What if the
sea was
gloopy?
(Like
ketchup!)

Year 4
Misty Mountain
Sierra
States of matter
● Compare and
group
materials
together,

Year 5
Time Traveller
Animals including
humans
Describe the changes
as humans develop to
old age

Year 6
You are awesome
NONE

the four
seasons
● Observe and
describe
weather
associated
with the
seasons and
how day
length varies
Plants
● Identify and
name a variety
of common
wild and
garden plants,
including
deciduous and
evergreen trees
Identify and
describe the
basic structure
of a variety of
common
flowering
plants,
including trees

offspring
which grow
into adults
● Describe the
basic needs of
animals,
including
humans, for
survival
(water, food
and air)
● Describe the
importance for
humans of
exercise,
eating the right
amounts of
different types
of food, and
hygiene

skeletons
and muscles
for support,
protection
and
movement
● Identify that
animals,
including
humans,
need the
right types
and amount
of nutrition,
and that they
cannot make
their own
food; they
get nutrition
from what
they eat

according to
whether they
are solids,
liquids or
gases
● Observe that
some
materials
change state
when they are
heated or
cooled, and
measure or
research the
temperature
at which this
happens in
degrees
Celsius
● Identify the
part played
by
evaporative
and
condensation
in the water
cycle and
associate the
rate of
evaporating

The
HUB

● Are all leaves the
same?
● Do pine cones
know it’s raining?
● How do leaves
change?
● What’s in a bud?

● Do insects have a
favourite colour?
● How do germs
spread?
● Why should I
exercise?

STEM

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

Science
Sparks
Science
Oxford

● How much
sugar?

with
temperature
● How do worms
● Are all liquids
move?
runny?
● What are our
● How do smells
joints for?
get up your
● What do owls
nose?
eat?
● Is custard a
liquid?
● Where does
water go?
● Why does it
flood?
On the Website
On the Website sited
sited below, there is below, there is a set
a set of websites for of websites for each
each of the units
of the units covered
covered by your
by your year. It has a
year. It has a range range of lesson plans
of lesson plans to
to pick and choose
pick and choose
from, as well as
from, as well as
having
having
investigations.
investigations.
● Why do we
● Walking
have bones?
water
experiment
Shows and
materials
● Changing
materials

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as having
investigations.

Kit loan:
● Data loggers

Explorif
y

● Falling in to
place
● Seasons
● Spring flowers

● What if
Humans
hibernated?
● How would
you make a
shelter for a
human?

● What if you
only ate
chips?
● Why do
animals eat
different
things?
● Which
breakfast is
best?
● What if we
couldn’t
exercise?

● What if water
couldn’t
freeze?
● Ice lollies

Term 6

Year 1
Splendid Skies

Year 2
Beachcombers

Year 3
Hearoes and
Villians
Light

Year 4
I am warrior!

● Recognise
that he/she
needs light
in order to
see things
and that dark
is the
absence of
light

● Identify
common
appliance that
run on
electricity
● Construct a
simple series
electrical
circuit,
identifying

NONE
●

Living things and
their habitats
● Explore and
compare the
differences
between things
that are living,
dead, and
things that
have never
been alive

Electricity

● Does colour
affect how we
taste things?
● How can we
stay fit and
healthy as we
get older?
● What if the
average
lifespan of a
human was
200?
● How could you
measure the
benefits of
walking?
Year 5
Scream Machine
Forces and Magnets
● Explain that
unsupported
objects fall
towards the
Earth because
of the force of
gravity acting
between the
Earth and the
falling object

Year 6
Hola Mexico
Light
● Recognise that
light appears
to travel in
straight lines
● Use the ideas
that light
travels in
straight lines
to explain that
objects are

● Identify that
most living
things live in
habitats to
which they are
suited and
describe how
different
habitats
provide for the
basic needs of
different kinds
of animals and
plants, and
how they
depend on
each other
● Identify and
name a variety
of plants and
animals in
their habitats,
including
micro-habitats
● Describe how
animals obtain
their food from
plants and
other animals,
using the idea
of a simple

● Notice that
light is
reflected
from
surfaces
● Recognise
that light
from the sun
can be
dangerous
and that
there are
ways to
protect eyes
● Recognise
that shadows
are formed
when the
light from a
light source
is blocked
by a solid
object
● Find patterns
in the way
that the size
of shadows
change

and naming
its basic
parts,
including
cells, wires,
bulbs,
switches and
buzzers
● Identify
whether or
not a lamp
will light in a
simple series
circuit, based
on whether or
not the lamp
is part of a
complete
loop with a
battery
● Recognise
that a switch
opens and
closes a
circuit and
associate this
with whether
or not a lamp
lights in a
simple series
circuit

● Identify the
effects of air
resistance,
water
resistance and
friction, that act
between
moving
surfaces
● Recognise that
some
mechanisms,
including
levers, pulleys
and gears,
allow a smaller
force to have a
greater effect

seen because
they give out
or reflect light
into the eye
● Explain that
we see things
because light
travels from
light sources
to our eyes or
from light
sources to
objects and
then to our
eyes
● Use the ideas
that light
travels in
straight lines
to explain why
shadows have
the same shape
as the object
that cast them

food chain,
and identify
and name
different
sources of
food

The
HUB

STEM

● Where do
snails live?
● Simple food
chains

On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

● Recognise
some
common
conductors
and
insulators,
and associate
metals with
being good
conductors
● What are
● Can you
sunglasses
make a
for?
circuit from
● Why do cat’s
play dough?
eyes glow at
● How do plugs
night?
work?
● Why do
● What
shadows
conducts
change?
electricity?
On the Website sited On the Website sited
below, there is a set below, there is a set
of websites for each of websites for each
of the units covered of the units covered
by your year. It has by your year. It has a
a range of lesson
range of lesson plans
plans to pick and
to pick and choose
choose from, as well from, as well as
as having
having
investigations.
investigations.

● Do dock leaves
cure a sting?
WS link

● Can you see
through it?
● How does
light travel?
● What colour is
a shadow?
● What is a
reflection?
On the Website sited
below, there is a set of
websites for each of
the units covered by
your year. It has a
range of lesson plans
to pick and choose
from, as well as
having investigations.

Science
Sparks

●

● How do polar
bears stay
warm in
winter?

● Disappearin
g coin trick
● Shadow
activity ideas

Science
Oxford

Explorif
y

● How to make
a rainbow

Kit loan:
● Marble mazes
● Knexx
Shows and materials:
● Joining forces
● How would
you survive in
a rainforest?
● What if we
couldn’t smell
things?

Links:
The HUB
Explorify
STEM
Science Sparks (has FOUNDATION plans!!)

Science Oxford

● How to make
a simple
switch
● Easy play
dough
circuits

● Shadow
shapes
● What if we
didn’t have
mirrors?
● Light proof
your secret
den

● Back to front
● What if we
couldn’t see
colours?
● What if there
were two
suns?

https://hub.cornerstoneseducation.co.uk
https://explorify.wellcome.ac.uk/en/activities
https://www.stem.org.uk/primary-science
https://www.science-sparks.com/category/early-years-science-2/
https://scienceoxford.com/schools/primary-schools/

Science Curriculum Statement
Introduction

Aims

Coverage
and
Progression

● We want all children to have a rich experience of science throughout their time at Sandhills Primary School.
● Throughout their education we want children to come up with their own investigations and to carry them out.
Within this we would hope children would build on the investigation process (results, conclusion, prediction
etc.).
● By being involved within Science, we expect children to use scientific language to help with their
explanations.
● From Foundation to Year 6 we expect all children to gain knowledge in a range of scientific subjects (living
things, animals, materials, electricity, etc.) and show progression in these.
● We expect that all of the above will enable the children to use Science in the wider world.
The national curriculum for Science aims to ensure that all pupils:
● Develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific disciplines of biology,
chemistry and physics
● Develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through different types of
science enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions about the world around them
● Are equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and implications of science,
today and for the future.
EYFS pupils should:
Key Stage 1 pupils should be taught about:
● Working scientifically
● Plants
● Animals, including humans
● Everyday materials

● Seasonal changes
● Living things and their habitats
● Uses of everyday materials
Lower Key Stage 2 pupils should be taught about:
● Working scientifically
● Plants
● Animals, including humans
● Rocks
● Light
● Forces and magnets
● Living things and their habitats
● States of matter
● Sound
● Electricity
Upper Key Stage 2 pupils should be taught about:
● Working scientifically
● Living things and their habitats
● Animals, including humans
● Properties and changes of materials
● Earth and space
● Forces
● Evolution and inheritance
● Light
● electricity

● The detail of the EYFS Curriculum (Understanding the World) and the National Curriculum for Science
(Working Scientifically, Everyday materials, Sound, Electricity, Light, Animals including Humans, Evolution
and Inheritance, Seasonal Changes, Plants) can be found in the relevant documents on the school’s website
Skills
and
Attitudes

Records
and
Assessment

At Sandhills there will be evidence of:
● Progression through the Scientific subjects is clear
● Children are using the planning format for investigations
● Science is linked into the real world
● There are a range of investigations within the classrooms
● Scientific vocab is displayed with a definition and/or picture (depending on the year group)
● Working Scientifically posters are displayed and used within the classroom
● Children are using scientific resources/equipment
● The tracking tool ‘Target Tracker’ is used to record pupils’ attainment against their age appropriate
objectives; teachers then use this information to plan the ‘next steps’ of their learning
● Statutory data for pupils’ achievement in science is submitted at the end of Year 2 and the end of Year 6
We would also like to see the use of:
● Scientific language within books and through verbal conversations
● Children using the Scientific language to explain their scientific knowledge
● The investigation planning format within the classroom/books
● Children planning and carrying out investigations

Inclusion

Safety

● We are committed to Inclusion
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background.
● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants.

● Risk Assessments (where necessary) are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked.
Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader.

Computing
Computing Curriculum Statement
Intent

At Sandhills Primary School, we know that a high-quality Computing education equips pupils to use
computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. The core of Computing is computer
science, in which pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems work,
and how to put this knowledge to use through programming. The skills developed here, such as breaking
down problems into manageable chunks, are transferable into all elements of learning. Building on this
knowledge and understanding, pupils are equipped to use information technology to create programs,
systems, and a range of content. Computing also ensures that pupils become digitally literate – able to use,
express themselves, and develop their ideas through information and communication technology – as active
participants in a digital world. At Sandhills, we are particularly keen on preparing children to be respectful
users of technology, with the tools to keep themselves safe online. To do this, we go beyond the requirements
of the National Curriculum to best prepare children for the next stage of their education, as well as to support
them and the wider school community to keep themselves safe online.
We teach Computing through a broad range of activities and develop skills and knowledge through a carefully
sequenced, cumulative curriculum. We are committed to inclusion and have high expectations of all children.
Implementation Each class teaches a unit of Computing each term, covering Programming, Using Technology Purposefully
(Creating Media), Computer Systems and Networks, and Digital Citizenship.
These skills are also applied across the curriculum, whether it is by using computational thinking to break
down a problem in maths or using their skills in search and creating media to research and present their
findings in History.
We also take part in Safer Internet Day each February alongside thousands of other schools across the
country and the world. A Code Club is run in Y6 as a further extra-curricular activity which is always very
popular.

Impact

As a result of our Computing curriculum, children at Sandhills Community Primary School will:
● Understand the words: algorithm, sequence, input, output, variable, repeat, selection
● Predict, run, investigate, modify, and make more complex programs.
● Understand how computers use property values and parameters to store information about objects,
such as speed and location.
● Gain deeper understanding of variables, in different types (not just numbers), and look at how to
combine variables with selection to create more useful outputs.
● Reflect on the characteristics that make someone an upstanding digital citizen.
● Begin to develop their own definition of a healthy media balance.
● Identify the reasons why people share information about themselves online.
● Explain the difference between private and personal information.
● Explain why it is risky to share private information online.
● Define the term "digital footprint" and identify the online activities that contribute to it.
● Identify ways they are -- and are not -- in control of their digital footprint.
● Understand what responsibilities they have for the digital footprints of themselves and others.
● Use strategies for avoiding clickbait.
● Describe how gender stereotypes can lead to unfairness or bias.
● Learn about things to watch out for when reading online news, such as sponsored content and adverts.
● Describe the benefits and risks of online-only friendships.
● Describe how to respond to an online-only friend if the friend asks something that makes them
uncomfortable.
● Recognize what cyberbullying is.
● Recognize similarities and differences between in-person bullying, cyber-bullying, and being mean.
● Empathize with the targets of cyberbullying.
● Identify strategies for dealing with cyberbullying and ways they can be an upstander for those being
bullied.
● Be confident and competent when using a tablet, desktop or laptop computer independently.

● Be confident and competent in using an even greater variety of software on tablets and desktop/laptop
computers to achieve a specified goal (such as vector drawing, video editing, web page creation).
● Use skills and knowledge they have developed previously when using new software/devices.
● Decide what software and device to use to achieve a specified goal
● Understand how parts of a system work together (inputs, outputs, processes), including in different
parts of the country/world; and how this enables people to work collaboratively.
● How search works (including how results are selected and ranked) and how to use it effectively.
Aims

The National Curriculum for Computing aims to ensure that all pupils:
● can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including
abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation
● can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing
computer programs in order to solve such problems
● can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to
solve problems
● are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology

Coverage
and
Progression

EYFS pupils will be taught to:
● know how to operate simple equipment, e.g. turns on CD player and uses remote control
● show an interest in technological toys with knobs or pulleys, or real objects such as cameras or mobile
phones
● know that information can be retrieved from computers
● be able to complete a simple program on a computer
● use ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate computer software
Key Stage 1 pupils will be taught to:

● understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices; and that
programs execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions
● create and debug simple programs
● use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs
● use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content
● recognise common uses of information technology beyond school
● use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for
help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online
technologies
Key Stage 2 pupils will be taught to:
● design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts
● use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms of input and
output
● use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
● understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide multiple services, such as
the world wide web; and the opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration
● use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be discerning
in evaluating digital content
● select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital devices
to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information
● use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour;
identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact

Skills
and
Attitudes

Records
and
Assessment

● We aim to develop skills relating to the computing skills in the National Curriculum, including listening,
observing, questioning, reviewing, and evaluating
● Through Computing, the qualities and attitudes we aim to develop include innovation, forward thinking,
critical thinking and invention
● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in Computing are recorded throughout each phase
● Assessments are made through:
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning

Inclusion

● We are committed to inclusion
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background

Safety

● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants
● Risk Assessments are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked
● Pupils are specifically taught how to stay safe online through our Digital Citizenship strand of the
curriculum

Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

Progression in Computing at Sandhills Primary School
EYFS

KS1

Lower KS2

Upper KS2

Understand the words:
algorithm, sequence, input,
output

Understand the words:
algorithm, sequence, input,
output, variable, repeat,
selection

Understand the words:
algorithm, sequence, input,
output, variable, repeat,
selection

Predict, run, investigate,
modify, and make simple
programs.

Predict, run, investigate,
modify, and make programs.

Predict, run, investigate,
modify, and make more
complex programs.

Understand the importance
of clear instructions, in the
correct order, to achieve a
specified goal - sequencing.

Understand the importance
of correct sequencing and
the effects of incorrect
sequencing.

Investigate how computers
use property values and
parameters to store
information about objects,
such as speed and location.

Recognise a variety of inputs
and outputs.

Use ‘if’ statements to
condition behaviour on
something – selection.
Begin to understand that
programs can have variables
that store information, using
examples such as a score or
timer.
Understand that repetition
and loops can be used to

Gain deeper understanding
of variables, in different
types (not just numbers),
and look at how to combine
variables with selection to
create more useful outputs.

End Y6
Coding:
Design, write and
debug programs
that accomplish
specific goals; solve
problems by
decomposing them
into smaller parts.
Use sequence,
selection, and
repetition in
programs; work
with variables and
various forms of
input and output;

repeat an action, possibly
forever. This can make code
simpler.
Understand the importance
of being safe, respectful and
responsible online.

Learn to ‘Pause and think’
when online.
Know when and why to take
breaks from devices.

Explain rules for travelling
safely on the internet and
how this compares to
staying safe offline.

Understand that being a
good digital citizen means
being safe and responsible
online.
Examine both in-person and
online responsibilities.
Recognize the ways in which
digital devices can be
distracting and how to
maintain healthy balance.
Recognize the kind of
information that is private.
Understand that they should
never give out private
information online.
Understand why a strong
password is important.

Learn that the information
they share online leaves a
digital footprint or "trail".
Consider how posting selfies
or other images will lead
others to make assumptions
about them. Identify ways
they can post online to best
reflect who they are.

Reflect on the characteristics
that make someone an
upstanding digital citizen.

Begin to develop their own
definition of a healthy media
balance.
Identify the reasons why
people share information
about themselves online.
Explain the difference
between private and
personal information.
Explain why it is risky to
share private information
online.
Define the term "digital
footprint" and identify the
online activities that
contribute to it.
Identify ways they are -- and
are not -- in control of their
digital footprint.
Understand what
responsibilities they have for

E-safety:
Be confident,
responsible and
respectful users of
technology who are
able to keep
themselves safe.

the digital footprints of
themselves and others.
Recognize that photos and
videos can be altered
digitally.

Recognise different kinds of
feelings when online and
what to do when they don’t
have a good feeling; know
how to get help from a
trusted adult if they are
unsure about something or
think something is wrong
when online.

Demonstrate an
understanding of how
people can connect on the
internet.
Understand what online
meanness can look like and
how it can make people feel.
Identify ways to respond to
mean words online.
Understand that it's
important to think about the
words we use, because
everyone interprets things
differently.

Use strategies for avoiding
clickbait.
Describe how gender
stereotypes can lead to
unfairness or bias.
Learn about things to watch
out for when reading online
news, such as sponsored
content and adverts.
Describe the benefits and
risks of online-only
friendships.
Describe how to respond to
an online-only friend if the
friend asks something that
makes them uncomfortable.
Recognize what
cyberbullying is.
Recognize similarities and
differences between
in-person bullying,
cyber-bullying, and being
mean.
Empathize with the targets
of cyberbullying.
Identify strategies for
dealing with cyberbullying
and ways they can be an

upstander for those being
bullied.
Be confident and competent
when using a desktop or
laptop computer, including
at logging on, opening and
saving a file, and using a
mouse and keyboard.

Be confident and competent
when using a desktop or
laptop computer
independently, including at
logging on, opening and
saving a file, and using a
mouse and keyboard.

Be confident and competent
when using a tablet, desktop
or laptop computer
independently.

Use a variety of software on
tablets and desktop/ laptop
computers to achieve a
specified goal (such as word
processors, photo taking and
editing software,
drawing/painting software,
music creating software).

Be confident and competent
in using a greater variety of
software on tablets and
desktop/laptop computers
to achieve a specified goal
(such as publishing software,
stop frame animation, audio
editing, photo editing).

Be confident and competent
in using an even greater
variety of software on
tablets and desktop/laptop
computers to achieve a
specified goal (such as
vector drawing, video
editing, web page creation).
Use skills and knowledge
they have developed
previously when using new
software/devices.
Decide what software and
device to use to achieve a
specified goal.

Understand what
information technology is,
recognise common uses of
IT in and beyond school, and

Using technology
purposefully:
Be confident and
competent users of
technology and a
variety of software
on a range of digital
devices.
Make reasoned
decisions about
what software and
device (or none) to
use to achieve a
specified goal.

explain what it is
used/useful for.
Become familiar with using
computer networks/
systems, including using the
internet and search
technologies.
Be confident and competent
when using a desktop or
laptop computer, including
at logging on, opening and
saving a file, and using a
mouse and keyboard.
Use a variety of software on
tablets and desktop/ laptop
computers with different
inputs and outputs (such as
word processors, photo
taking and editing software,
drawing/painting software,
music creating software).
Understand what
information technology is,
recognise common uses of IT
in and beyond school, and
explain what it is
used/useful for.

Understand that computers
and computer systems can
have different inputs,
outputs and processes; and
know some examples of
these.
Know that computers can be
connected and how they can
be connected.
Understand how computers
are connected in a network
to form the internet, how
this links to the world wide
web and websites.
Begin to understand that not
everything on the internet is
reliable and that some
things have copyright.

Understand how parts of a
system work together
(inputs, outputs, processes),
including in different parts
of the country/world; and
how this enables people to
work collaboratively.
How search works (including
how results are selected and
ranked) and how to use it
effectively.

Computer
Networks &
Systems
Understand how
computer networks
work including the
internet; how they
can provide
multiple services,
such as the
world-wide web;
and the
opportunities they
offer for
communication
and collaboration.
Use search
technologies

Recognize that photos and
videos can be altered
digitally.

Use strategies for avoiding
clickbait.
Describe how gender
stereotypes can lead to
unfairness or bias.
Learn about things to watch
out for when reading online
news, such as sponsored
content and adverts.

effectively,
appreciate how
results are selected
and ranked, and be
discerning in
evaluating digital
content.

Foundation Subjects
Curriculum statements and progression documents
Art and Design Curriculum Statement

Intent

At Sandhills we ensure our pupils receive a high quality, diverse and exciting practical experience in Art and
Design. We develop skills relating to Art and Design in the National Curriculum including planning,
experimenting, evaluating, justifying opinions, analysing and researching.
Through Art and Design, the qualities and attitudes we ensure to develop include: a growth mindset; curiosity,
perseverance, open-mindedness, adaptability, co-operation and creativity.
We prepare the children with practical and creative skills to tackle life in a visionary way.
Art and design is set out in progression documents and long term plans making clear the knowledge and skills
we expect children to learn.
Diversity and inclusion is threaded through our curriculum with all children taking part in artist studies.
Our School values - respect, relationships, responsibility, resilience - are deeply embedded into Art and Design;
children collaborate on art projects and show respect when evaluating their peers' artwork.
We welcome our duties under the Equality Act 2010 to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity
and foster good relations in relation to age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership,
pregnancy and maternity, race and ethnicity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation, .

Implementation

Impact

Aims

Coverage
and
Progression

Art and design is taught in units which link to the class topics from Cornerstones (Curriculum Maestro). Each
year group teaches 3 units a year. Teachers model new skills and techniques, and children research artists and
processes. We use sketchbooks to develop the work being taught; children annotate their work and are proud of
what they have created and like to look back to how they have progressed.
A weekly extra curricular art club is on site once a week.
At Sandhills you will see a lot of great artwork (by the pupils) being celebrated around the school. A display in
the foyer welcomes all of our visitors, and corridor displays and topic displays have elements from the units being
taught. Work is assessed through questioning and observation to inform future planning. Children love to share
their art work with visitors and staff, as they enjoy the subject and the work they have produced. When asked if
there were any problems with the subject one child said “The lessons go too quickly, I wish we could do art for
longer.”
The National Curriculum for Art and Design aims to ensure that all pupils:
● produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
● become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques
● evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design
● know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural
development of their art forms.
●
We teach EYFS pupils to:
● Develop their small motor skills so that they can use a range of
tools competently, safely and confidently including paintbrushes.
● Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to express
their ideas and feelings.
● Return to and build on their previous learning, refining ideas
and developing their ability to represent them.
● Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and skills.
We teach Key Stage 1 pupils:

Records
and
Assessment

Inclusion

Safety
Review

● to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
● to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination
● to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form
and space
● about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the differences and similarities
between different practices and disciplines, and making links to their own work
We teach Key Stage 2 pupils:
● to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas
● to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a
range of materials
● about a range of artists, architects and designers in history and present day
● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in Art and Design are recorded throughout, and at the end of, each
phase. Their attainment is recorded in Target Tracker against the curriculum statements. Over the academic
year art work from all classes is displayed in the foyer to show the progression of skills throughout the school.
This work is then displayed in a booklet.
● Teachers record comments in sketchbooks on post-it notes.
● Assessments are made through:
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning
● We are committed to Inclusion
● Pupils will be taught to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background
● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants
● Risk Assessments for are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked
● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

Progression in Art at Sandhills Primary School
At the end of Year Six, an artist will be able to: unhighlighted - for all to do
highlighted - for specific year group
EYFS

drawing
superheroes
term 1
painting /
collage term
2/6
modelling
clay- term 3
/4
natural
materials term 5

General topics

EYFS

Exploring and
developing
ideas

Year 1

Exploring the creation station- using
a range of materials to make
collages and models.
∙

Year 2
Observational
drawing,
natural art,
printing - term
1
Model making art - term 5
seascapes –
collage tiedye
Term 6

KS1
Record and explore ideas
Record and explore ideas from
from first hand observation,
experience and imagination.
Ask and answer questions
about the starting points for
their work and the processes
for their work, and develop
their ideas.

∙
Explore the differences and
similarities within the work of
artists, craftspeople and designers
in different times and cultures.

Year 3

Year 4

painting
landscapes
watercolours
term 1
3 D models term 4
Greek art term 5 clay /
papier mache

patterns and
print - term 2
- polystyrene
sheets
Resist paste
and Batik
term 4
Textiles weaving term
5
Scultpure/
drawing term
Antony
Gormley 6

Lower KS2
Select and record from first hand
experience and explore ideas for
different purposes.
Question and make thoughtful
observations about starting
points and select ideas to use in
their work.

Explore the roles and purposes
artists, craftspeople and
designers working in different
times and cultures.

Year 5
Alchemy Island - landscapes
- warm/cold
Stargazers printing - soft
lino polymer – term 3
Time traveller - Portraits
photography, sketching term 5

Upper KS2

End of Year 6
printing - William Morris term 2 screen printing
abstract art - term 4
modelling and sculpture - term
4
portraits term 6

End Y6

Select and record from first
hand observation, experience
and imagination, and explore
ideas for different purposes.

Select and record from first
hand observation, experience
and imagination, and explore
ideas for different purposes.

Question and make thoughtful
observations about starting
points and select ideas and
processes to use in their work.

Question and make thoughtful
observations about starting
points and select ideas and
processes to use in their work.

Explore the roles and purposes
of artists, craftspeople and
designers working in different
times and cultures.

Explore the roles and purposes
of artists, craftspeople and
designers working in different
times and cultures.

Evaluating and
developing
work
(ONGOING)

Drawing

drawing a picture of my family
using pencil and crayon.
Drawing a picture of ‘what I want to
be when I am older.’
Using chalk on blackboards
Making a map for a fairy-tale island
using pencils and crayon

Review what they and others
have done and say what they
think and feel about it. E.g.
Annotate sketchbook

Compare ideas, methods and
approaches in their own and
others’ work and say what they
think and feel about them.

Identify what they might change in
their current work or develop in
their future work.

Adapt their work according to
their views and describe how
they might develop it further.
Annotate work in sketchbook.

Use a variety of tools, Inc. pencils,
rubbers, crayons,
crayons, pastels, felt tips,
charcoal and ballpoint. chalk and
other dry media.

Experiment with different grades
of pencil and other implements.
Make informed choices in drawing
Inc. paper and media.

Layer different media, e.g.
Understand the basic use of a
sketchbook and work out ideas
Use a sketchbook to gather and
collect artwork.
Draw for a sustained period of
time from the figure and real
objects, including single and
grouped objects.
Begin to explore the use of
line, shape and colour
Experiment with the visual
elements; line, shape, pattern
and colour.

Plan, refine and alter their
drawings as necessary.
Use their sketchbook to collect
and record visual information from
different sources.

Describe changes using art
vocabulary.
.
Collect images and information
independently in a sketchbook.

Draw for a sustained period of
time at their own level.
Use different media to achieve

Compare ideas, methods and
approaches in their own and
others’ work and say what they
think and feel about them.
Adapt their work according to
their views and describe how
they might develop it further.

Use a variety of source
material for their work.
Work in a sustained and
independent way from
observation, experience and
imagination.
Use a sketchbook to develop
ideas.
Explore the potential properties
of the visual elements, line,
tone, pattern, texture, colour
and shape.

Compare ideas, methods and
approaches in their own and
others’ work and say what they
think and feel about them.
Adapt their work according to
their views and describe how they
might develop it further.

Demonstrate a wide variety of
ways to make different marks
with dry and wet media.
Identify artists who have worked
in a similar way to their own
work.
Develop ideas using different or
mixed media, using a
sketchbook.
Manipulate and experiment
with the elements of art: line,
tone, pattern , texture, form,
space, colour and shape.

variations in line, texture, tone,
colour, shape and pattern.

Use research to inspire drawings
from memory and imagination.
Explore relationships between
line and tone, pattern and
shape, line and texture.

Painting

drawing a picture of myself by
looking in a mirror, using paint.
Using water on blackboards with
paint brushes
Making an autumnal picture using
cotton wool buds and paint
Making big firework pictures by
splatting paint on to paper with
teabags.
Finger painting pictures of poppies
for Remembrance day
∙ creating fireworks using paint and
cardboard tubes.

Use a variety of tools and
techniques including the
use of different brush sizes
and types.
Mix and match colours to
artefacts and objects.
Work on different scales.
Mix secondary colours and shades
using different types of
paint.
Create different textures
e.g. use of sawdust.
Mix a range of secondary
colours, shades and tones.
Experiment with tools and
techniques, Inc. layering,
mixing media, scraping
through etc.
Name different types of paint
and their properties.
Work on a range of scales e.g.
large brush on large paper etc.
Mix and match colours using

Mix a variety of colours and know
which primary colours make
secondary colours.
Use a developed colour
vocabulary.
Experiment with different effects
and textures Inc. blocking in
colour, washes, thickened paint
etc.
Work confidently on a range of
scales e.g. thin brush on small
picture etc.

Make and match colours with
increasing accuracy.
Use more specific colour
language e.g. tint, tone, shade, hue.
Choose paints and implements
appropriately.
Plan and create different
effects and textures with paint
according to what they need
for the task.

Demonstrate a secure
knowledge about primary and
secondary, warm and cold,
complementary and
contrasting colours.
Work on preliminary studies to
test media and materials.
Create imaginative work from
a variety of sources.

Create shades and tints using
black and white.
Choose appropriate paint,
paper and implements to
adapt and extend their work.
Carry out preliminary studies,
test media and materials and
mix appropriate colours.
Work from a variety of sources,
Inc. those researched
independently.
Show an awareness of how
paintings are created
(composition).

artefacts and objects.

Printing

Exploring the creation station- using
a range of materials to make
collages and models.

Make marks in print with a variety
of objects, including natural and
manmade objects.

Use a variety of techniques, eg.
carbon printing, relief, press and
fabric printing and rubbings.
Carry out different printing
techniques e.g. monoprint,
complexity and repetition.

Build a repeating pattern
and recognise pattern in
the environment.

Show increasing
independence and creativity
with the painting process.
Print using a variety of materials,
objects and techniques including
layering.
Research, create and refine a
print using a variety of techniques.

Talk about the processes used to
produce a simple print.

Use soft lino polymer.
Build up layers and
colours/textures.
Organise their work in terms of
pattern, for moon cycle.

Describe varied techniques.
Be familiar with layering prints.
Be confident with printing on paper
and fabric.
Alter and modify work.
Use screen printing.
Work relatively independently.

Choose inks and overlay
colours.

Select broadly the kinds of
material to print with in order to
get the effect they want
To explore pattern and shape,
creating designs for printing.
Resist printing including
marbling, silkscreen and
cold-water paste.

Textiles/collage

Making a collage pumpkin using
paper pieces
Making a firework hat by cutting
and sticking
Making a birthday card for class
dinosaur using different shaped
collage pieces
making Diwali and Christmas cards
by cutting, sticking and drawing
combining different media to create
scenes for different celebrations.

Create images from
imagination, experience or
observation.
Use a variety of techniques, Inc.
weaving, French knitting, tiedyeing, fabric crayons and wax
or oil resist, appliqué and
embroidery.

Use a wide variety of
media, Inc. photocopied
material, fabric, plastic,
tissue, magazines, crepe
paper, etc.

Use a variety of techniques, Inc.
printing, dying, quilting, weaving,
Match the tool to the material.
embroidery, paper and plastic
trappings and appliqué.

Join fabrics in different ways,
including stitching.

How to thread a needle,
cut, glue and trim material.

Extend their work within a
specified technique.

Stitch, knot and use other
manipulative skills.

Use a range of media to create
collage.

Name the tools and materials
they have used.

Use different techniques, colours
and textures etc. when designing
and making pieces of work.

Refine and alter ideas and explain
choices using an art
Create textured collages from a
variety of media.

Use different grades and uses of
threads and needles.

To be expressive and analytical
to adapt, extend and justify their
work.

Make a simple mosaic.

Experiment with a range of media
e.g. overlapping, layering etc.

Collect visual information from a
variety of sources, describing
visual and tactile elements.

3D form

Exploring the creation station- using
a range of materials to make
collages and models.

Manipulate clay in a variety
of ways, e.g. rolling, kneading and
shaping
purposes, Inc. thumb pots, simple
coil pots and models.
Explore sculpture with a range of
malleable media, especially clay.
Build a textured relief tile.
Understand the safety and basic
care of materials and experiment
with, construct and join recycled,
natural and
man-made materials more
confidently.

Experiments with paste resist then
batik. Experiment with using batik
safely.
Join clay adequately and work
reasonably independently.
Make informed choices about
the 3D technique chosen.
Construct a simple clay base for
extending and modelling other
shapes.

Show an understanding of
shape, space and form.
Plan, design, make and adapt
models.
Cut and join wood safely and
effectively.
Talk about their work
understanding that it has been
sculpted, modelled or constructed.

Make a simple papier Mache
object.

Plan, design and make models.
Develop skills in using clay Inc.
slabs, coils, slips, etc.
Use a variety of materials.

Create sculpture and constructions
with increasing independence.
Use wire mesh and mod roc sheets
to create a heart.

Describe the different qualities
involved in modelling, sculpture
and construction.
Use recycled, natural and manmade materials to create
sculpture.
Plan a sculpture through
drawing and other preparatory
work.

Breadth of
study

Work on their own, and
collaboratively with others,
on projects in 2 and 3
dimensions and on different
scales.

Work on their own, and
collaboratively with others, on
projects in 2 and 3 dimensions
and on different scales.
Use ICT.
Investigate art, craft and design
in the locality and in a variety of
genres, styles and traditions.

Work on their own, and
collaboratively with others, on
projects in 2 and 3 dimensions
and on different scales.
Use ICT.
Investigate art, craft and design
in the locality and in a variety of
genres, styles and traditions.

Work on their own, and
collaboratively with others, on
projects in 2 and 3 dimensions
and on different scales.
Use ICT.
Investigate art, craft and design
in the locality and in a variety of
genres, styles and traditions.

Use ICT
Investigate different kinds of art,
craft and design.

EYFS

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

Activities planned
based on Curriculum
Maestro units

Drawing and modelling
superheroes
Drawing; Painting;
Collage; Family
portraits
Models of the Solar
System
Large and small-scale
modelling
Working with natural
materials; Drawing;
Painting
Collage; Painting

Observational
drawing; Sculpture;
Flower-pressing
Sculpture using
natural materials
Printing; Food
landscapes; Mixed
media pictures and
collages; Colour
mixing; Using clay
Observational
drawing; Printing
Observational
drawing; Model making
Sketchbooks; 3-D
modelling; Sand art;
Seascapes

Painting
Neolithic art; Clay
beakers; Iron Age
jewellery
Sculpture;
Photography
3-D models
3-D sculpture; Greek
art and design
Sculpture;
Illustration

Patterns and print
making; Sketchbooks
Music-inspired art
Observational
drawing; 3-D models;
Clay sculpture;
Anthony Gormley;
Batik; Printing;
Seascapes
Clay work; Weaving
Drawing; Sculpture;
Mosaic; Jewellery

Printing; Design
Portraits
Photography; Great
artists – Andy
Warhol, Salvador Dali;
Collage
Photography and
image editing

Portraiture and
figurines
Artists of the
Victorian period;
Printing
William Morris
Photography
Painting;
Modelling and
sculpture;
Abstract art
Sculpture; Maya skulls
Frieda Kahlo

Artists

Bruegal
Matisse
Picasso
Andy Goldsworthy
Berndnaut Smilde

Georgia O’Keeffe
Andy Warhol
Carl Warner

Monet
Matisse
Turner

Anthony Gormley
Paul Klee

Andy Warhol
Salvador Dali
Mona Lisa Leonardo
da Vinci
Girl with a pearl
earring Johannes
Vermeer

William Morris
Victorian
Pre-Raphaelite artists
including John
Everett Millais,
Edward Robert
Hughes, John William
Waterhouse and
Dante Gabriel
Rossetti.
Frida Kahlo
Diego Rivera
Kenojuak Ashevak
Kandinsky

Design and Technology Curriculum Statement
Intent

At Sandhills we believe that the teaching of Design and Technology is essential in preparing our pupils for our
world of rapidly changing technologies.We help pupils acquire a broad range of subject knowledge and draw on
disciplines such as mathematics, science, engineering, computing and art.We encourage pupils to think creatively
and develop their investigating, designing, making and evaluating skills.We ensure that our pupils are encouraged
to become future innovators.We follow the National Curriculum and new EYFS framework for Design and
Technology. We take every opportunity to thread diversity and inclusion through our teaching and to reinforce our
school values - respect, relationships, responsibility and resilience.We welcome our duties under the Equality Act
2010 to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations in relation to age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race and ethnicity,
religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
Implementat Design and Technology is taught through carefully chosen topics based on Curriculum Maestro, which provides
ion
an opportunity for the cross-curricular links to be made. Lessons are taught an hour a week for three terms a year.
Resources are carefully chosen and used to support teaching and learning. Work is recorded in the topic books in
the form of drawings, sketches, templates, photographs and evaluation of the end product. Work is also, where
appropriate, displayed around the school. All staff have high expectations of all children and where necessary,
scaffolding is used to ensure all children have access to learning. We use ‘flashback’ as a retrieval technique to
help children to remember more.
Impact
As a result of high quality teaching and learning in Design and Technology, children will have developed the
knowledge and skills to design and make products that solve real and relevant problems within a variety of
contexts, considering their own and others’ needs, wants and values. Through the evaluation of past and present
design and technology, pupils will develop a critical understanding of its impact on daily life and the wider world.
They will be prepared for the next stage of their learning when they leave Sandhills Primary School. High quality
Design and Technology education will make an essential contribution to the creativity, wealth and well-being of
pupils.

Aims

Work done is evaluated and assessed by gathering and recording pupil voice, looking at work in the books,
ongoing formative assessment during the lesson, and data is recorded on target tracker. The information
gathered is used to inform future planning.
● To develop imaginative thinking and enable pupils to talk about their preferences when designing and making
● To develop the ability to talk about how things work and to draw and model their ideas
● To develop a sense of enjoyment and pride in their achievements
● To be able to select appropriate tools and techniques for a project, while following safe procedures

Coverage
We teach our EYFS pupils to:
and
● know how to operate simple equipment
Progression
● show an interest in technological toys with knobs or pulleys, or real objects such as cameras or mobile
phones
● show skill in making toys work by pressing parts or lifting flaps to achieve effects such as sound,
movements or new images
● know that information can be retrieved from computer
● recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools: select and use
technology for particular purposes
We teach our Key Stage 1 pupils to:
● Design:
o design purposeful, functional, appealing products for themselves and other users based on design
criteria
o generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through talking, drawing, templates,
mock-ups and, where appropriate, information and communication technology
● Make:
o select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks
o select from and use a wide range of materials and components, including construction materials,
textiles and ingredients, according to their characteristics

● Evaluate:
o explore and evaluate a range of existing products
o evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria
● Technical knowledge:
o build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, stiffer and more stable
o explore and use mechanisms in their products
We teach our Key Stage 2 pupils to:
● Design:
o use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing
products that are fit for purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups
o generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches,
cross-sectional and exploded diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and computer-aided design
● Make:
o select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example,
cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], accurately
o select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials,
textiles and ingredients, according to their functional properties and aesthetic qualities
● Evaluate:
o investigate and analyse a range of existing products
o evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of others
to improve their work
o understand how key events and individuals in design and technology have helped shape the world
● Technical knowledge:
o apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures
o understand and use mechanical systems in their products
o understand and use electrical systems in their products

o apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and control their products
Skills
and
Attitudes

● Our curriculum ensures to develop skills relating to the historical skills in the National Curriculum including
planning, making, evaluating, sharing ideas and opinions, justifying decisions
● Through Design and Technology, the qualities and attitudes we ensure to develop include: a growth mindset;
curiosity, perseverance, open-mindedness, adaptability, co-operation and innovation

Records
● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in Design and Technology are recorded throughout, and at the end of,
and
each phase. Their attainment is recorded in Target Tracker against the curriculum statements.
Assessment ● Assessments are made through:
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning
Inclusion

● We are committed to Inclusion
● We ensure to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background

Safety

● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants
● Risk Assessments for activities are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked

Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

Progression in DT at Sandhills Primary School
At the end of Year Six, a designer will be able to:
unhighlighted - for all to do
highlighted - for specific year group
Year 1

Year 2

Link to Science topics

EYFS

Plants
Seasons
Humans
Animals
materials

Plants
Habitats
Humans
materials

NC Areas to be covered
Processes

Wheels and axles Term 3

simple levers - boats term 5

cooking - healthy diet
Term 1/ Term 5

cooking - where food
comes from, healthy
food. term 3 or term 4

Food

Structures

structures - lego

Structures - clay term 4
term 6

structures - castles term
2
finger puppets - term 6 ?

Year 3
Nutrition
Skeletons
Plants
Forces
Magnets
Light
rocks
Pneumatics and
hydraulics - term 3

cooking - savoury dish ?

structures - design and
make tools term 2

Year 4

Year 5

End of Year 6

Classification keys
States of matter
Digestive system
Electricity
sound

Materials
Life cycles
Forces and magnets
Earth and space

Evolution
Classification
Light
Animals
Blood-humans
electricity

Levers, gears and
linkages (twinkl) (Roman
catapult) - term 1
electrical systems in
their products - term 6

Pulleys Term 6

Term 3
using computers to
program monitor and
control products (twinkl
resource)

cooking - savoury dish
term 3

cooking - seasonality
Term 2

Cooking - 2 course
Mexican meal Term 6

Wood – Roman catapult
term 1

Structures - shelters
Term 4

Sewing - aprons Term 1

sewing - sock puppet
term 6

Generation of
ideas

EYFS

KS1

Lower KS2

Upper KS2

End Y6

-make a plan and choose
different materials to
make models

Create a design to meet simple design criteria.
Design criteria are the explicit goals that a project
must achieve.

Develop design criteria to inform a design. Design
criteria are the exact goals a project must achieve
to be successful. These criteria might include the
product's use, appearance, cost and target user.

Use pattern pieces and
computer-aided design
packages to design a
product. A pattern
piece is a drawing or
shape used to guide

Develop design criteria
for a functional and
appealing product that
is fit for purpose,
communicating ideas
clearly in a range of

Generate and communicate their ideas through a
range of different methods. Ideas can be

-learning to describe the
texture of different
materials.
Building castles out of
Lego and describing
features

communicated in a variety of ways, including
written work, drawings and diagrams, modelling,
speaking and using information and
communication technology.

Use annotated sketches and exploded diagrams to
test and communicate their ideas. Annotated
sketches and exploded diagrams show specific
parts of a design, highlight sections or show
functions. They communicate ideas in a visual,
detailed way.

Use design software to create a simple labelled
design or plan. Computer software can be used to
help design or plan a product. Advantages include
identifying and solving problems before the
product is made and experimenting with different
materials and colours. Labels can be added to
designs for clarity.

Use design software to create a labelled design or
plan. Computer software can be used to help
design or plan a product. Advantages include
identifying and solving problems before the
product is made and experimenting with different
materials and colours. Labels can be added to
designs for clarity.

how to make
something. There are
many different
computer-aided design
packages for designing
products.

Working as a team to
create a treasure island
large floor map
learning to describe the
texture of different
materials
designing and building
space rockets by
choosing the
appropriate resources.

Use of ICT

Link a physical device
to a computer or tablet
so that it can be
controlled (such as
changing motor speed
or turning an LED on
and off) by a program.
Equipment and devices
can be controlled by
pressing buttons on a
control panel, such as
on a washing machine
or microwave.

Write a program to control a physical device, such
as a light, speaker or buzzer. Remote control is
controlling a machine or activity from a distance.
Computers can be used to remotely control a
device, such as a light, speaker or buzzer.

Structures

Construct simple
structures, models or
other products using a
range of materials folding paper

Construct simple structures, models or other
products using a range of materials. Different
materials can be used for different purposes,
depending on their properties. For example,
cardboard is a stronger building material than
paper. Plastic is light and can float. Clay is heavy
and will sink.

Create shell or frame structures using diagonal
struts to strengthen them. Shell structures are
hollow, 3-D structures with a thin outer covering,
such as a box. Frame structures are made from
thin, rigid components, such as a tent frame. The
rigid frame gives the structure shape and support.
Diagonal struts can strengthen the structure.

ways. Design criteria
should cover the
intended use of the
product, age range
targeted and final
appearance. Ideas can
be communicated in a
range of ways,
including through
discussion, annotated
sketches,
cross-sectional and
exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern
pieces and
computer-aid

Build a framework
using a range of
materials to support
mechanisms. Various
methods can be used
to support a
framework. These
include cross braces,

Select the most
appropriate materials
and frameworks for
different structures,
explaining what makes
them strong. Strength
can be added to a
framework by using

Explore how a structure can be made stronger,
stiffer and more stable. Structures can be made
stronger, stiffer and more stable by using
cardboard rather than paper and triangular
shapes rather than squares. A broader base will
also make a structure more stable.

Investigation

choose different
materials to make
models, ie houses for
the 3 pigs, a new chair
for baby bear, a castle

 Select the appropriate tool for a task and
explain their choice. Different tools have
characteristics that make them suitable for
specific purposes. For example, scissors are used
for cutting paper because they have sharp, metal
blades that can cut through thin materials.

Prototype shell and frame structures, showing
awareness of how to strengthen, stiffen and
reinforce them. A prototype is a mock-up of a
design that will look like the finished product but
may not be full size or made of the same
materials. Shell and frame structures can be
strengthened by gluing several layers of card
together, using triangular shapes rather than
squares, adding diagonal support struts and using
'Jinks' corners (small, thin pieces of card cut into a
right-angled triangle and glued over each joint to
straighten and strengthen them).

Use tools safely for cutting and joining materials
and components. Specific tools can be used for
cutting, such as saws. Wood can be joined using
glue, nails, staples, or a combination of these.
Safety rules must be followed to prevent injury
from sharp blades. These rules include using a
bench hook to keep the wood still, using a junior
hacksaw with a pistol grip and working under
adult supervision.
Select, name and use tools with adult supervision.
Useful tools for cutting include scissors, craft
knives, junior hacksaws with pistol grip and bench

guy ropes and diagonal
struts. Frameworks can
be built using lolly
sticks, skewers and
bamboo canes.
Select the most
appropriate materials
and frameworks for
different structures,
explaining what makes
them strong. Strength
can be added to a
framework by using
multiple layers. For
example, corrugated
cardboard can be
placed with
corrugations running
alternately vertically
and horizontally.
Triangular shapes can
be used instead of
square shapes because
they are more rigid.
Frameworks can be
further strengthened
by adding an outer
cover.
Name and select
increasingly
appropriate tools for a
task and use them
safely. There are many
rules for using tools
safely and these may
vary depending on the
tools being used. For
example, someone
using a chisel should
chip or cut with the
cutting edge pointing

multiple layers. For
example, corrugated
cardboard can be
placed with
corrugations running
alternately vertically
and horizontally.
Triangular shapes can
be used instead of
square shapes because
they are more rigid.
Frameworks can be
further strengthened
by adding an outer
cover.

Select appropriate
tools for a task and use
them safely and
precisely. Precision is
important in producing
a polished, finished
product. Correct
selection of tools and
careful measurement
can ensure the parts fit
together correctly.

hooks. Useful tools for joining include glue guns.
Tools should only be used with adult supervision
and safety rules must be followed.

Evaluation

Food preparation
and cooking

Learning the
importance of eating
healthy food by talking
about fruit and
vegetables and reading
Oliver’s Fruit Salad

Explain how closely their finished products meet
their design criteria and say what they could do
better in the future. Finished products can be
compared with design criteria to see how closely
they match. Improvements can then be planned.

Identify what has worked well and what aspects
of their products could be improved, acting on
their own suggestions and those of others when
making improvements. Evaluation can be done by
considering whether the product does what it was
designed to do, whether it has an attractive
appearance, what changes were made during the
making process and why the changes were made.
Evaluation also includes suggesting improvements
and explaining why they should be made.

Measure and weigh food items using
non-standard measures, such as spoons and cups.
Using non-standard measures is a way of
measuring that does not involve reading scales.
For example, weight may be measured using a
balance scale and lumps of plasticine. Length may
be measured in the number of handspans or
pencils laid end to end.

Prepare and cook a simple savoury dish.
Preparation techniques for savoury dishes include
peeling, chopping, deseeding, slicing, dicing,
grating, mixing and skinning.

Prepare ingredients by peeling, grating, chopping
and slicing. Some ingredients need to be prepared
before they can be cooked or eaten. There are
many ways to prepare ingredients: peeling skins
using a vegetable peeler, such as potato skins;
grating hard ingredients, such as cheese or
chocolate; chopping vegetables, such as onions
and peppers and slicing foods, such as bread and
apples.

Identify and use a range of cooking techniques to
prepare a simple meal. Cooking techniques
include baking, boiling, frying, grilling and
roasting.

away from their body.
All tools should be
cleaned and put away
after use, and should
not be used if they are
loose or cracked.
Test and evaluate
products against a
detailed design
specification and make
adaptations as they
develop the product.
Testing a product
against the design
criteria will highlight
anything that needs
improvement or
redesign. Changes are
often made to a design
during manufacture.

Use an increasing
range of preparation
and cooking
techniques to cook a
sweet or savoury dish.
Sweet dishes are
usually desserts, such
as cakes, fruit pies and
trifles. Savoury dishes
usually have a salty or
spicy flavour rather
than a sweet one.

Demonstrate
modifications made to
a product as a result of
ongoing evaluation by
themselves and to
others. Design is an
iterative process,
meaning alterations
and improvements are
made continually
throughout the
manufacturing process.
Evaluating a product
while it's being
manufactured, and
explaining these
evaluations to others,
can help to refine it.
Follow a recipe that
requires a variety of
techniques and source
the necessary
ingredients
independently.
Ingredients can usually
be bought at
supermarkets, but
specialist shops may
stock different items.
Greengrocers sell fruit
and vegetables,
butchers sell meat,
fishmongers sell fresh
fish and delicatessens
usually sell some
unusual prepared

Nutrition

Learning the
importance of eating
healthy food by talking
about fruit and
vegetables and reading
Oliver’s Fruit Salad

Select healthy ingredients for a fruit or vegetable
salad. Fruit and vegetables are an important part
of a healthy diet. It is recommended that people
eat at least five portions of fruit and vegetables
every day.
Describe the types of food needed for a healthy
and varied diet and apply the principles to make a
simple, healthy meal. A healthy diet should
include meat or fish, starchy foods (such as
potatoes or rice), some dairy foods, a small
amount of fat and plenty of fruit and vegetables.

Origins of food

Sort foods into groups by whether they are from
an animal or plant source. Some foods come from
animals, such as meat, fish and dairy products.
Other foods come from plants, such as fruit,
vegetables, grains, beans and nuts.
Identify the origin of some common foods (milk,
eggs, some meats, common fruit and vegetables).
Food comes from two main sources: animals and
plants. Cows provide beef, sheep provide lamb
and mutton and pigs provide pork, ham and
bacon. Examples of poultry include chickens,
geese and turkeys. Examples of fish include cod,
salmon and shellfish. Milk comes mainly from
cows but also from goats and sheep. Most eggs
come from chickens. Honey is made by bees. Fruit
and vegetables come from plants. Oils are made
from parts of plants. Sugar is made from plants

foods, as well as cold
meats and cheeses.
Plan a healthy2 course
meal, justifying why
each meal contributes
towards a balanced
diet. Eating a balanced
diet is a positive
lifestyle choice that
should be sustained
over time. Food that is
high in fat, salt or sugar
can still be eaten
occasionally as part of
a balanced diet.

Identify the main food groups (carbohydrates,
protein, dairy, fruits and vegetables, fats and
sugars). There are five main food groups that
should be eaten regularly as part of a balanced
diet: fruit and vegetables; carbohydrates
(potatoes, bread, rice and pasta); proteins (beans,
pulses, fish, eggs and meat); dairy and alternatives
(milk, cheese and yoghurt) and fats (oils and
spreads). Foods high in fat, salt and sugar should
only be eaten occasionally as part of a healthy,
balanced diet.
Design a healthy snack or packed lunch and
explain why it is healthy. Healthy snacks include
fresh or dried fruit and vegetables, nuts and
seeds, rice cakes with low-fat cream cheese,
homemade popcorn or chopped vegetables with
hummus. A healthy packed lunch might include a
brown or wholemeal bread sandwich containing
eggs, meat, fish or cheese, a piece of fresh fruit, a
low-sugar yoghurt, rice cake or popcorn and a
drink, such as water or semi-skimmed milk.
Identify and name foods that are produced in
different places. The types of food that will grow
in a particular area depend on a range of factors,
such as the rainfall, climate and soil type. For
example, many crops, such as potatoes and sugar
beet, are grown in the south-east of England.
Wheat, barley and vegetables grow well in the
east of England.
Identify and name foods that are produced in
different places in the UK and beyond. Particular
areas of the world have conditions suited to
growing certain crops, such as coffee in Peru and
citrus fruits in California in the United States of
America.

Describe what
seasonality means and
explain some of the
reasons why it is
beneficial. Seasonality
is the time of year
when the harvest or
flavour of a type of
food is at its best.
Buying seasonal food is
beneficial for many
reasons: the food
tastes better; it is
fresher because it
hasn't been
transported thousands
of miles; the
nutritional value is

Explain how organic
produce is grown.
Organic produce is
food that has been
grown without the use
of man-made
fertilisers, pesticides,
growth regulators or
animal feed additives.
Organic farmers use
crop rotation, animal
and plant manures,
hand-weeding and
biological pest control.

called sugar cane and sugar beet. Plants also give
us nuts, such as almonds, walnuts and hazelnuts.

Materials for
purpose

-weave a blanket for
baby bear using paper
and string

Select and use a range of materials, beginning to
explain their choices. Different materials are
suitable for different purposes, depending on
their specific properties. For example, glass is
transparent, so it is suitable to be used for
windows.
Choose appropriate components and materials
and suggest ways of manipulating them to achieve
the desired effect. Properties of components and
materials determine how they can and cannot be
used. For example, plastic is shiny and strong but
it can be difficult to paint.

Electricity

Identify products that
use electricity to make
them work and
describe how to switch
them on and off.
Electricity is a form of
energy. Many
household appliances
use electricity, such as
kettles, televisions and
washing machines.
They can be switched
on by completing the
circuit to allow the
flow of electricity or off
by breaking the circuit
to prevent electricity
from flowing. This can

higher; the carbon
footprint is lower, due
to reduced transport; it
supports local growers
and is usually cheaper.
Plan which materials will be needed for a task and
explain why. Materials for a specific task must be
selected on the basis of their properties. These
include physical properties as well as availability
and cost.
Choose from a range of materials, showing an
understanding of their different characteristics.
Different materials and components have a range
of properties, making them suitable for different
tasks. It is important to select the correct material
or component for the specific purpose, depending
on the design criteria. Recipe ingredients have
different tastes and appearances. They look and
taste better and are cheaper when in season.

Incorporate a simple series circuit into a model.
An electric circuit can be used in a model, such as
a lighthouse. It can be controlled using a switch.
Incorporate circuits that use a variety of
components into models or products.
Components can be added to circuits to achieve a
particular goal. These include bulbs for
lighthouses and torches, buzzers for burglar
alarms and electronic games, motors for
fairground rides and motorised vehicles and
switches for lights and televisions.

Choose the best
materials for a task,
showing an
understanding of their
working
characteristics. It is
important to
understand the
characteristics of
different materials to
select the most
appropriate material
for a purpose. This
might include
flexibility,
waterproofing, texture,
colour, cost and
availability.
Understand and use
electrical circuits that
incorporate a variety of
components (switches,
lamps, buzzers and
motors) and use
programming to
control their products.
Computer programs
can control electrical
circuits that include a
variety of components,
such as switches,
lamps, buzzers and
motors.

be a switch on the
appliance or a wall
socket switch.
Create an operational,
simple series circuit. A
series circuit is made
up of an energy source,
such as a battery or
cell, wires and a bulb.
The circuit must be
complete for the
electricity to flow.

Mechanisms and
movement

Use wheels and axles to make a simple moving
model. An axle is a rod or spindle that passes
through the centre of a wheel to connect two
wheels.
Use a range of mechanisms (levers, sliders, wheels
and axles) in models or products. A mechanism is
a device that takes one type of motion or force
and produces a different one. A mechanism
makes a job easier to do. Mechanisms include
sliders, levers, linkages, gears, pulleys and cams.

Compare and
contrast

Describe the similarities and differences between
two products. Two products can be compared by
looking at a set of criteria and scoring both
products against each one.
Compare different brands of the same product
and explain their similarities and differences.
Products can be compared by looking at particular
characteristics of each and deciding which is
better suited to the purpose.

Explore and use a range of mechanisms
(levers,gears and linkages) in models or products.
Levers consist of a rigid bar that rotates around a
fixed point, called a fulcrum. They reduce the
amount of work needed to lift a heavy object..
Use mechanical systems in their products, such as
pneumatics and hydraulics. Pneumatic systems
use energy that is stored in compressed air to do
work, such as inflating a balloon to open a model
monster's mouth. These effects can be achieved
using syringes and plastic tubing. Hydraulic
mechanisms work in a similar way, but instead of
air, the system is filled with a liquid, usually water.
It is important that the system is air or watertight.
Explore and use a range of mechanisms (levers,
gears) in models or products. Mechanisms can be
used to add functionality to a model.
Explain the similarities and difference between
the work of two designers. Work from different
designers can be compared by assessing specific
criteria, such as their visual impact, fitness for
purpose and target market.
Create and complete a comparison table to
compare two or more products. A comparison
table can be used to compare products by listing
specific criteria on which each product can be

Explore and use pulleys
in models or products.
Mechanisms can be
used to add
functionality to a
model. For example,
pulleys in cable cars or
transport systems.

Explain and use
mechanical systems in
their products to meet
a design brief.
Mechanical systems
can include sliders,
levers, linkages, gears,
pulleys and cams.
Other mechanisms
include pneumatics
and hydraulics.
Cams are devices that
can convert circular
motion into
up-and-down motion.

Survey users in a
range of focus groups
and compare results. A
focus group is a small
group of people whose
reactions and opinions
about a product are
taken and studied.
Evaluations can be
made by asking

Create a detailed
comparative report
about two or more
products or inventions.
Products and
inventions can be
compared using a
range of criteria, such
as the impact on
society, ease of use,

Everyday products

Name and explore a range of everyday products
and describe how they are used. Everyday
products are objects that are used routinely at
home and school, such as a toothbrush, cup or
pencil. All products are designed for a specific
purpose.
Explain how an everyday product could be
improved. Products can be improved in different
ways, such as making them easier to use, more
hardwearing or more attractive.

Staying safe

Follow the rules to keep safe during a practical
task. Rules are made to keep people safe from
danger. Safety rules include always listening
carefully and following instructions, using
equipment only as and when directed, wearing
protective clothing if appropriate and washing
hands before touching food.
Work safely and hygienically in construction and
cooking activities. Hygiene rules include washing

judged or scored.

product users a
selection of questions
to obtain data on how
the product has met its
design criteria.

appearance and value
for money.

Explain how an existing product benefits the user.
Particular products have been designed for
specific tasks, such as nail clippers, the spinning
top and the cool box.

Analyse how an
invention or product
has significantly
changed or improved
people's lives. People's
lives have been
improved in countless
ways due to new
inventions and designs.
For example, the
Morrison shelter,
designed by John Baker
in 1941, was an indoor
air-raid shelter used in
over half a million
homes during the
Second World War. It
saved the lives of many
people caught in
bombing raids.

Explain how the
design of a product has
been influenced by the
culture or society in
which it was designed
or made. Culture is the
language, inventions,
ideas and art of a
group of people. A
society is all the people
in a community or
group. Culture affects
the design of some
products. For example,
knives and forks are
used in the western
world, whereas
chopsticks are used
mainly in China and
Japan. The design of
products needs to take
into account the
culture of the target
audience. For example,
colours might mean
very different things in
different cultures.
Demonstrate how their
products take into
account the safety of
the user. The safety of
the user has to be
taken into account
when designing a new
product. Methods to
help keep users safe
include providing clear

Investigate and identify the design features of a
familiar product. Design features are the aspects
of a product's design that the designer would like
to emphasise, such as the use of a particular
material or feature that makes the product easier
to use or more durable.

Use appliances safely with adult supervision.
Electrical appliances must only be used under the
supervision of an adult. Safety rules must also be
followed when using electricity: fingers and other
objects must not be put into electrical outlets,
anything with a cord or plug should never be used
around water and a plug should never be pulled
out by its cord.

Explain the
functionality and
purpose of safety
features on a range of
products. Safety
features are often
incorporated into
products that might
cause harm. Some
examples include the

hands before handling food, cleaning surfaces,
tying long hair back, storing food appropriately
and wiping up spills.

Significant people

Describe why a product is important. The
importance of a product may be that it fulfils its
goals and performs a useful purpose.
Explain why a designer or inventor is important.
Many key individuals have helped to shape the
world. These include engineers, scientists,
designers, inventors and many other people in
important roles.

Work safely with everyday chemical products
under supervision, such as disinfectant hand wash
and surface cleaning spray. Chemicals are used in
the home every day. They include cleaning
products, such as bleach and disinfectant, but also
paints, glues, oils, pesticides and medicines. Most
chemical products carry a hazard symbol showing
in what way the chemical could be harmful.
Chemicals should only be used under adult
supervision. Appropriate safety precautions, such
as wearing goggles and gloves, working in a
well-ventilated room, wiping up spills and tying
back long hair, should be taken.
Describe how key events in design and technology
have shaped the world. Key inventions in design
and technology have changed the way people live.
Explain how and why a significant designer or
inventor shaped the world. Significant designers
and inventors can shape the world.

child-safety caps on
medicine bottles,
seatbelts in cars,
covers for electrical
sockets and finger
guards on doors.

instructions for use;
clear indication of the
age range for which it
is designed; safety
features (such as
child-resistant
packaging); warning
symbols and electrical
safety checks.

Describe the social
influence of a
significant designer or
inventor. Many new
designs and inventions
influenced society. For
example, labour-saving
devices in the home
reduced the amount of
housework, which was
traditionally done by
women. This enabled
them to have jobs.

Present a detailed
account of the
significance of a
favourite designer or
inventor. The
significance of a
designer or inventor
can be measured in
various ways. Their
work may benefit
society in health,
transport,
communication,
education, the built
environment or
technology. It may
enhance culture in
different areas, such as
fashion, ceramics or
computer games.

PSHE
Overview of units

Music Curriculum Statement
Intent
Music represents some of the highest forms of human creativity. At Sandhills Primary School, we know that a
high-quality Music curriculum has a crucial role to play in supporting children’s artistic and creative development
through incorporating regular lessons based on learning key musical knowledge and acquiring new skills. Alongside
developing a knowledge of a wide and diverse range of composers and musicians that represent , we use music
lessons to help instil a lifelong confidence and enjoyment of music. We also use music to develop key values and
behaviours including cooperation, overcoming challenge and learning through failure, perseverance, cooperation
and creativity. Music lessons provide opportunities for children to find their passion and develop a lifelong
involvement in music and creativity.
At Sandhills Community Primary School we want our pupils to be inspired and challenged to experiment and create
their own musical compositions and performances with confidence and imagination
Pupils also learn about how music has reflected and shaped our history and contributed to the culture and creativity
of the world in which we live.
We teach music through a broad range of activities and develop skills and knowledge through a carefully
sequenced, cumulative curriculum developed by Charanga. We are committed to inclusion and have high
expectations of all children.
Implementat Music lessons take place once a week or in some cases once every two weeks.
ion

We provide a range of extracurricular activities including a Key Stage Two choir. The choir have the opportunity to
perform in concerts, in and around Oxford, throughout the year.

Impact

Aims

Coverage
and
Progression

Children also have the opportunity to learn brass and woodwind instruments through Music for Schools and to have
guitar and piano lessons through independent tutors at school.
As a result of our Music curriculum children at Sandhills Community Primary School will:
● develop a range of skills in listening to and appraising music, in singing and performing songs, playing tonal
instruments and percussion and in recognising and developing their understanding of key music terminology.
● Are able to discuss and recognise the music of influential artists and composers from a range of backgrounds
and to describe how music makes them feel.
The national curriculum for music aims to ensure that all pupils:
● perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and
traditions, including the works of the great composers and musicians
● learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on their own and with others, have the
opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to progress
to the next level of musical excellence
● understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical
notations
EYFS pupils:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Listen carefully to rhymes and songs, paying attention to how they sound.
Learn rhymes, poems and songs.
Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to express
their ideas and feelings.
Return to and build on their previous learning, refining ideas
and developing their ability to represent them.
Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and skills.

●
●
●
●
●

Skills
and
Attitudes

Listen attentively, move to and talk about music, expressing their feelings and responses.
Sing in a group or on their own, increasingly matching the pitch and following the melody.
Explore and engage in music making and dance, performing solo or in groups.
Sing a range of well-known nursery rhymes and songs.
Perform songs, rhymes, poems and stories with others, and (when appropriate) try to move in time with music.

Key Stage 1 pupils are taught to:
● use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes
● play tuned and untuned instruments musically
● listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music
● experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music
Key Stage 2 pupils are taught to:
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with
increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression
● improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
● use and understand staff and other musical notations
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different
traditions and from great composers and musicians
develop an understanding of the history of music
● We aim to develop skills relating to the musical skills in the National Curriculum, including listening, observing,
performing, questioning, reviewing, composing and evaluating.
● Through music, the qualities and attitudes we aim to develop include appreciation, understanding, justifying
opinions and preferences, supporting and helping others with developing ideas and empathy.

Records
● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in music are recorded throughout, and at the end of, each phase, through
and
the use of Target Tracker.
Assessment ● Assessments are made through:
o Observing

Inclusion

o Listening
o Questioning
o Using technology to record performances to inform teacher judgements.
o
● We are committed to Inclusion
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background.

Safety

● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants.
● Risk Assessments for instruments (where necessary) are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly
checked.

Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

Progression in Music at Sandhills Primary School
The criteria are cumulative, previous criteria will continue to be refined according to the context of the musical learning.
Singing - Range

EYFS
A range of less
than an octave.

KS1
Natural: Middle C-G
Trained: C-G
Chorister: C-C
(Range of a sixth, by ear.)

Lower KS2
Natural: Middle C-C
Trained: C-E
Chorister: C-G
(Range of an octave)

Upper KS2
Natural: Middle C-E 8ve
Trained: Middle C-G
Chorister: C-B flat
(Range of an octave with
leaps or beyond an
octave)

End Y6
All children to sing
with a range of an
octave or more.

Singing - technique

Basic posture
with relaxed
shoulders.

Basic posture with relaxed
shoulders with dynamic
contrasts (high to low, quiet to
loud.)
Maintain overall shape of
melody.
Sing in time (with the pulse)
Can sing loud or quiet
Can use different ‘types’ of
voice.

Open mouth, relaxed jaw and
clear pronunciation. Dynamic
range.

All children to use
the correct posture
of open mouth,
relaxed jaw and
clear pronunciation.
To breath in
between phrases.

There is an awareness of the
expressive gestures in music,
moods and character in a
musical passage. Children
may easily relate music to
story, visual images or other
external associations.

Children recognise
established musical
conventions and ma be able
to identify metre, repetitions
and other musical features.

Accurate pitch-making
Developing breath support
Developing vocal focus
Subtle control of dynamics
(loud, medium, loud,
medium quiet, quiet, very
quiet)
Able to sing in 2/3 parts.
To sing with an even tone
across the dynamic range
with clear open vowels.
Children will be able to
recognise deviations in
the music’s structure,
what is unusual or
unexpected, identify
changes in character by
reference to musical

Listening

Respond to
different moods
and sounds in
music.
Listen to
children’s song

Mostly reliable pitch
matching.
Can control basic dynamics
(loud, medium, quiet).
Able to take breath correctly.

Children answer a
wide range of
questions and will
be able to justify
their answers.

and singing
games from local,
national and
pupil’s own
heritage.

Composing and
improvising

Rambling
exploration of
physical potential
of voice or
instrument.

concepts such as timbre,
dynamics, speed, pitch
and rhythm.

(Melody) Free exploration of
pitch and rhythm.
(Harmony) Exploring a wider
combination of sounds.
(Expression) Explore dynamic
choices and instrument
choices.

Sequencing notation
reading

Playing instruments –
technique

Playing untuned
instruments in
time to simple
rhythms.

Playing untuned instruments in
time to more complex rhythms.
Basic posture to be used.

Able to use sound for
expressive purposes.
Improvise a 1-bar rhythm.
Improvise a 1 bar melodic
phrase (3 pitches.)

Conventional structures
and ‘rules’ derived from
the culture have
appeared.
Improvise a riff (ostinato)
and melodic phrase (up to
5 pitches.) Indicate tempo.

Orientation – Staff notation
(understanding)
Graphic notation –
(understanding)

Rhythm – Graphic
notation (using)
Stick Notation (reading)
Stick notation (using)

Playing tonal instruments
with greater accuracy and
control.

Playing tonal instruments
with greater accuracy,
fluency, expression and
control.

Children will use a
wide range of
musical terminology.
Children will show
strong expression of
opinion and will be
able to identify
stylistic features.
Children will
incorporate all of the
interrelated
dimensions of
music. They will be
able to create music
‘fit for the purpose’
in which it was
intended.
Pitch
Graphic notation
(using)
Sol fa notation
(reading/using)
Staff notation
(reading)
Children perform
mostly accurate
notes and rhythms
with a stable temp.
They show control
and consistent tone
and are responsible
to the music of other

Range

Limited range,
rhythms patterns
by ear.

Beginning to play tuned
instruments using two or three
notes per piece of music.

First four or five notes (or 3
chords) rhythms with two
note lengths.

Performing with
others

Singing together
in unison.

Singing/playing instruments in
a group/class.

Simple additional part with
others (e.g. a round, or
ostinato accompaniment.

Musical Knowledge
(Aural and Theoretical
Knowledge)

Awareness and
control of sound
materials.

Awareness and control of
expressive characteristics.

Awareness and control of
musical form.

Range about an octave or
6 chords. Rhthmic playing
with at least three note
lengths.
Simple addition part(s) on
own (E.G. a round,
ostinato, bass or chord
accompaniment.)
Awareness of the
personal and cultural
value of music.

performers. They
are able to
communicate the
character and style
through appropriate
use of technical and
musical skills.

To know 4/4, bars
and bar lines (strong
and weak beats)
Crotchets, quaver
pairs, minims,
semibreves and
rests.

●

Rhythm

Pulse (moving in
time with te
music.)

Simple rhythmic patterns
aurally (idimtufy/repeat)

Crotchets and rests (in four
neat rhythms)
Quaver pairs or minims and
minim rests (in four beat
rhythms.)

To begin to understand
4/4, bars and bar lines
(strong and weak beats)
Crotchets, quaver pairs,
minims, semibreves and
rests.

●

Melody and
Harmony

High and low

Single or multiple sounds

Three note melody

First five notes of a major
scale on a clef.

●

Form

Phrase (breathing points.)

Simple structure
(introduction, verse and
chorus)

●

Expression

Dynamics (loud
and soft)

Timbre of different
instruments.

Contrasting dynamics
(forte/piano) and
articulation
(staccato/legato)

Children answer a
wide range of
questions and will
be able to justify
their answers.

Evaluation

Respond to
different moods
in music.

Use of musical choices to
create an effect.
Use of a graphic score.

Use of staff notation
Features of music for
different purposes.

How music changes over
time.

Identify good features.

Improve own work.

How music demonstrates
cross cultural influences.

Cultural Development

Children’s song
and singing
games from local,
national and
pupil’s own
heritage.

Music for national and other
heritages represented in the
school
Music from western classical
tradition.
Popular music.

Traditional music from other
parts of the world.

Music from baroque,
classical, romantic and
modern periods.
Music from a fusion of
styles.

Personal
Development

Take turns.

Perform to an audience

Show enjoyment
of music.

Perform with a class in a
school assembly.

Support other musicians
(play or sing a part to
accompany others.

Play or create music for a
specific purpose or
occasion.

Perform a solo to teacher or
in a group.

Perform in an ensemble
(with more than one part)
in a school assembly or
concert

●
●
●

Making a
contribution
Self-esteem
Independence

Children answer a
wide range of
questions and will
be able to justify
their answers.
Children will use a
wide range of
musical terminology.
Children will show
strong expression of
opinion and will be
able to identify
stylistic features.
To have listened to
and critiques a wide
range of genres,
musical traditions
and styles. Children
to also recall a
range of male and
female composers
from varied cultural
backgrounds.
Without teacher’s
guidance learn a
piece of music or
create own
composition.
Able to take the lead
and to respond to

●
●

Team Work
Emotional
Development

Following teacher’s
guidance, practise at home
to improve an aspect of
playing.

the leadership of
others.

With teacher’s guidance work
in a group to improve a group
performance or composition.

Geography Curriculum Statement
Intent
At Sandhills the study of geography teaches children the skills and knowledge they need to begin to make sense
of the world around them and prepare them for the next step of their educational journey. The teaching of
Geography promotes the children’s interest and understanding of diverse places, people, resources and natural
and human environments. We follow the National Curriculum and new EYFS framework for Geography. We take
every opportunity to thread diversity and inclusion through our teaching and to reinforce our school values respect, relationships, responsibility and resilience.
We welcome our duties under the Equality Act 2010 to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity
and foster good relations in relation to age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership,
pregnancy and maternity, race and ethnicity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

Implementation

Geography is taught through carefully chosen topics which allow links to be made with other curriculum areas.
This helps to ensure that children develop the relevant and related cultural capital. Maps, images and other
carefully chosen resources are used to support teaching and learning. Work is recorded in topic books and on
displays around the school.
All staff have high expectations of all children and where necessary, scaffolding is used to ensure all children have
access to learning. We use ‘flashback’ as a retrieval technique to help children to remember more. Where
appropriate, educational visits and wow days are organised to enrich the teaching and learning in Geography.

Impact
As a result of high quality teaching and learning in Geography, children will have developed the knowledge and
skills to help explore and understand the world around them. This will include knowledge of different places,
resources, natural and human environments. They will be prepared for the next stage of their learning when they
leave Sandhills Primary School.
Information is gathered through talking to children, looking in books and ongoing formative assessment. The
information gathered is used to inform future planning.
Aims
●
●
●
●
Coverage
and
Progression

To develop geographical skills and concepts
To appreciate the world’s physical diversity
To develop an informed concern about the future and enhance their sense of responsibility
To carry out geographical enquiry and interpret geographical information

EYFS pupils should:
● Describe their immediate environment using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction
texts and maps.

● Explain some similarities and differences between life in this country and life in other countries, drawing on
knowledge from stories, non-fiction texts and (when appropriate) maps.
● Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around them and contrasting
environments, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class.
● Understand some important processes and changes in the natural world around them, including the
seasons.
Key Stage 1 pupils should be taught about:
● Locational Knowledge: name the world’s seven continents and five oceans and be able to name, locate and
identify characteristics of the four countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom and its surrounding sea
● Place knowledge: understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the human and
physical geography of a small area of the United Kingdom, and of a small area in a contrasting
non-European country
● Human and physical geography: identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom and
the location of hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the Equator and the North and South Poles; use
basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical features and key human features
● Geographical skills and fieldwork: use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and
its countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans studied at this key stage; use simple compass
directions and locational and directional language to describe the location of features and routes on a map;
use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and physical
features; devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key; use simple fieldwork and
observational skills to study the geography of their school and its grounds and the key human and physical
features of its surrounding environment.
Key Stage 2 pupils should be taught about:
● Locational knowledge: locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe and North and South
America, concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries,

and major cities; name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical regions and their
identifying human and physical characteristics, key topographical features and land-use patterns, and
understand how some of these aspects have changed over time; identify the position and significance of
latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones
● Place knowledge: understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and
physical geography of a region of the United Kingdom, a region in a European country, and a region within
North or South America
● Human and physical geography: describe and understand key aspects of physical geography and human
geography
● Geographical skills and fieldwork: use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate
countries and describe features studied; use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid
references, symbols and key to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world; use
fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area
Records
and
Assessment

Inclusion

Safety

● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in Geography are recorded throughout, and at the end of each phase
● Assessments are made through:
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning
o measuring
● We are committed to Inclusion
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background
● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants

● Risk Assessments for are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked
Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

History Curriculum Statement
Intent

At Sandhills we teach a topic-based history curriculum which is carefully planned to make links with other
subjects. The topics are part of a sequence that meets the requirements of the national curriculum and builds
upon prior learning. Children will acquire knowledge of: people, events, situations and developments, chronology
and characteristic features and historical terms. Pupils will develop an understanding of: evidence,
interpretations, cause, change, similarity and difference and significance. Some stories read in class in English
will have a historical focus linking to their topic. For example; in Year 3, ‘Stone Age boy’ will be read for their topic
‘Tribal Tales’. They have a major role in imparting information, giving children a sense of wonder and involvement
in history. Enrichment opportunities are planned to support and enhance the children’s learning. These include
WOW days, educational visits and visitors.
Skills are taught through:
o Investigating and interpreting
o Knowledge and understanding of people and societies

o Chronological understanding
Through history, we aim to develop qualities and attitudes including:a growth mindset; curiosity, perseverance,
open-mindedness, sensitivity, adaptability, co-operation and diversity.
Implementation

Impact

Aims

History is taught through carefully chosen topics based around the scheme Cornerstones which allow links to be
made with other curriculum areas. The study of history is important for children's conceptual development at
Sandhills School. At our School, children can begin to understand that the past has many different facets and that
each era is different from the next, as well as being different from our own. The study of history helps to build
children's understanding of society.
All staff have high expectations of all children and where necessary, scaffolding is used to ensure all children
have access to learning. Our display boards each term highlight our topic where photographs, key words and
definitions are shown to engage the children and scaffold their learning. We use ‘flashback’ as a retrieval
technique to help children to remember more from previous lessons and topics. Artefacts and photographs are
used in appropriate topics, allowing children to have first-hand experiences in the classroom. Where appropriate,
educational visits and WOW days and visitors are organised to enrich the teaching and learning in History.
At the end of every History lesson we will ask the children to self-assess what they have learnt against the
lessons objective. The teacher can also assess individuals and use this Information to inform future planning.
Children’s learning is tracked over time and the information is used to inform parents about attainment.
The National Curriculum aims for History are:
●
●
●
●

Learn about a range of historical events and how these events may have influenced one another
Begin to understand how to understand and interpret the past
Develop historical concepts (for example: chronology, monarchy, invasion)
Understand that events may have more than one cause and may lead to variable consequences for
different groups.
● Distinguish between historical facts and the interpretation of these facts

● Be able to talk about events in history
● Develop a sense of identity through learning about the development of their local area, Britain, Europe and
the World
Coverage
and
Progression

The EYFS History curriculum follows the Development Matters guidance and is underpinned by the
Characteristics of Effective Learning: playing and exploring, active learning and creating and thinking critically.
Children begin to develop historical knowledge and skills as part of the specific area of learning - Understanding
the World and People and Communities. They will be taught to:
● show an interest in the lives of people who are familiar to them
● remember and talk about significant events in their own experience
● recognise and describe special times or events for family or friends
● show an interest in different occupations and ways of life
● know some of the things that make them unique, and talk about some of the similarities and differences in
relation to friends or family

Key Stage 1 pupils should be taught about:
● changes within living memory. Where appropriate, these should be used to reveal aspects of change in
national life
● events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally
● the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and international
achievements. Some should be used to compare aspects of life in different periods
● significant historical events, people and places in their own locality
Key Stage 2 pupils should be taught about:
● changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age
● the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain. This includes a variety of monarchs such as; Queen Victoria
● Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and The Vikings.

● a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066
● Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world
● research an aspect of their local history in Oxfordshire.
Records
and
Assessment

Inclusion

● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in History are recorded throughout, and at the end of each phase
● Assessments are made through:
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning
o Target Tracker
● We are committed to Inclusion.
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background

Safety

● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants
● Risk Assessments for are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked

Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

Physical Education Curriculum Statement

Intent
At Sandhills Primary School, we know that a high quality PE curriculum has a crucial role to play in supporting
children’s health and wellbeing through incorporating movement into their lives and helping develop healthy
behaviours. Alongside teaching sport specific skills and knowledge, we use PE lessons to help instil a lifelong
confidence and enjoyment in being active. We also use PE to develop key values and behaviours including fairness,
overcoming challenge and learning through failure, perseverance, cooperation and creativity. PE lessons provide
opportunities for children to find their passion and develop a lifelong involvement in sport and physical activity.

We teach PE through a broad range of activities and develop skills and knowledge through a carefully sequenced,
cumulative curriculum. We are committed to inclusion and have high expectations of all children.
Implementat
ion
PE lessons take place twice a week for all children and children take part in the Daily Mile three times a week to
ensure further positive impact on children’s health, wellbeing and learning.
During Key Stage Two, children are taught swimming at a local swimming pool by a specialist swimming teacher.

Impact

Aims

We provide a range of extracurricular activities and take part in fixtures, competitions, festivals and events with other
schools. The school has links with several different local clubs and organisations who work with us in school in a
variety of ways and that we can signpost children to where appropriate to continue to develop their enjoyment of
sport.
As a result of our PE curriculum children at Sandhills Community Primary School will:
● develop a range of skills across different sports, gymnastics, dance, athletics and swimming.
● will know that being active contributes to a healthy lifestyle and
● will begin to develop attitudes, values and behaviours that include respect, relationships, responsibility and
resilience.
● The aims of the National Curriculum for PE are that children:
●
●
●
●

develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical activities
are physically active for sustained periods of time
engage in competitive sports and activities
lead healthy, active lives.

Coverage
EYFS pupils:
and
Progression
● Negotiate space and obstacles safely, with consideration for themselves and others.
● Demonstrate strength, balance and coordination when playing.
● Move energetically, such as running, jumping, dancing, hopping, skipping and climbing.
Key Stage 1 pupils:
● master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, as well as developing balance,
agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities
● participate in team games, developing simple tactics for attacking and defending
● perform dances using simple movement patterns.
Key Stage 2 pupils:
● use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination
● play competitive games, modified where appropriate [for example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football,
hockey, netball, rounders and tennis], and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and defending
● develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance [for example, through athletics and gymnastics]
● perform dances using a range of movement patterns
● take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a team
● compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve their personal best.
Skills
and
Attitudes

● Through teaching good quality PE, children also develop resiliance, the ability to work with others, the ability to
learn through failure, a growth mindset; co-operation and creativity

Records

● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in PE are recorded throughout, and at the end of each phase

and
● Assessments are made through:
Assessment
o Observing
o Listening
o Questioning
o measuring
Inclusion
● We are committed to Inclusion
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background
Safety

● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants
● Risk Assessments for are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked

Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

Sandhills Primary School Physical Education Long Term Plan 2021-22

Term One

EYFS

Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Year Four

Year Five

Year Six

Fundamentals
unit 1
Gymnastics unit
1

Ball skills

Invasion games /
ball skills

Invasion games football

Invasion games hockey
OAA

Invasion games tag rugby

Swimming /
sportshall
athletics

Gymnastics

Dance

Gymnastics

Gymnastics
Invasion games netball

Term Two

Term Three

Term Four

Fundamentals
unit 2
Gymnastics unit
2

Team building

Invasion games

Gymnastics

Dance

Team building

Invasion games basketball

Dance

Ball skills

Ball skills unit 1

Dance

OAA

Net and Wall

Yoga

Yoga

Gymnastics

Net and wall

Fundamentals

Net & wall tennis

Invasion games netball
Gymnastics

Games

OAA

Net and wall
games - tennis

Gymnastics /
swimming

Dance

Invasion games basketball

Athletics

Gymnastics /
swimming

Yoga (Y5 unit

Athletics

Athletics

Athletics

Dance

Dance

Fundamentals

Invasion games hockey
Sportshall
athletics /
swimming

Fitness
Challenges

Term Five

Fundamentals

Net & Wall
games - tennis
Athletics /
swimming

Net & Wall
games - table
tennis
OAA
Gymnastics
Fundamental
movement skills

Athletics

Athletics

Dance

Dance

Athletics

Athletics
Catch-up
swimming tbc

Dance

Term Six

Athletics

Athletics

Athletics

Athletics

Striking and
fielding

Striking and
fielding

Striking and
fielding - cricket

Athletics /
swimming
Striking &
fielding rounders

Striking &
fielding - cricket

Striking &
fielding rounders

Religious Education Curriculum Statement
Intent

At Sandhills Primary School, Religious Education plays a central role in offering the broad and balanced
curriculum that will enable students to participate fully in life in modern Britain and the wider world. It enables
young people to hold informed and balanced conversations about religions and beliefs. It sets out to provide a
safe environment where they can explore their own ideas and learn to evaluate the opinions of others.
Through the study of a wide range of religious and non-religious worldviews, students are asked challenging
questions such as “Did Jesus really do miracles?” and investigate the ways in which religious practice and belief
informs and influences society. The R.E. lessons are provided in accordance with the Oxfordshire Diocese
Agreed Syllabus.

Subject content set out in progression documents and long-term plans making clear the knowledge and skills we
expect children to learn.

Implementation

We welcome our duties under the Equality Act 2010 to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity
and foster good relations in relation to age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership,
pregnancy and maternity, race and ethnicity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
As the children progress through the school, they will develop their understanding of Christianity and at least two
other principal religions from Hinduism, Judaism or Islam, which reflect the diversity within our school community.
Lessons often involve a question for children to explore through a range of means including stories, drama, art
and music. Ideas and concepts are sometimes revisited to help deepen the children’s understanding as they
progress through the school.
The DFE encourages teachers to:
“recognise that progress in RE is not likely to be linear, so ensure that the curriculum offers opportunities to
re-visit and deepen understanding of core concepts; assessment should show a deepening of understanding”
As well as regular R.E. lessons, children’s religious understanding is developed through whole-school special
assemblies focusing on key events in the religious calendar such as Easter, Hanukah, Eid-ul-fitr and Diwali.
These are usually delivered by either the R.E. Co-ordinator or a member of the school community.

Impact

Aims

As a result of our R.E. curriculum children at Sandhills Community Primary School will:
● hold informed and balanced conversations about religions and beliefs
● explore their own ideas and learn to evaluate the opinions of others
● will begin to develop attitudes, values and behaviours that include respect, relationships, responsibility and
resilience.
We use an Engage, Enquire, Evaluate and Reflect model of teaching which does not have to progress in a linear
fashion, each section can be revisited at any point during a unit of work.
It is important that whenever the children are given the opportunity to reflect on what they have learned, they
consider what difference their learning is making to their thinking and acting.

Coverage
EYFS pupils are taught:
and Progression a.
a range of stories and accounts from different faith traditions and cultures, including re-telling a few stories
a.
about some religious festivals and occasions and why these are celebrated
Key Stage 1 pupils are taught:
Enquiry about the Nature of religion & belief
a.
Talk about signs and symbols that are important to them and other people
a.
Talk about the importance of story and the questions that stories raise
b.
Ask their own questions about God, special people, places and occasions
c.
Show respect for different beliefs and opinions
d.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Knowledge and Understanding of Christianity
a.
Recall and recognise the important stories of Christianity – Creation, Christmas & Easter
a.
Recall key Christian beliefs about Jesus and some of the stories he told
b.
Say something about how and why Christians care for the world
c.
Say something about how Christians demonstrate their relationship with God e.g. through baptism and
celebrations
d.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Knowledge and Understanding of Judaism
a.
Recall stories about key figures from Judaism – Moses & Abraham etc.
a.
Say how stories are an inspiration for Jews
b.
Recall the key features of the synagogue, Shabbat and one other festival (Sukkot or Rosh Hashanah)
c.
Say something about how and why Jewish people care for the world
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions.
Lower Key Stage 2 pupils are taught:
Enquiry about the Nature of religion & belief
a.
Compare simple Christian, Jewish and Hindu ideas about God
a.
Ask important questions about prayer, worship, miracles and pilgrimage

b.
c.
d.

Link their own ideas about how to live a good life to the teachings of Christianity, Judaism and Hinduism
Show how signs and symbols can communicate important beliefs
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions

Knowledge and Understanding of Christianity
a.
Describe some of the different ways that Christians express their beliefs by belonging to a
church/congregation/community
a.
Describe some of the things that Christians learn about Jesus from the New Testament especially the
Gospel stories of his birth & resurrection, his miracles and the stories he told
b.
Describe the importance to a Christian of prayer and commemoration (e.g. Communion and Lent)
c.
Describe the links a Christian might make between Easter and the Passover story
d.
Make links between the Christmas & Easter stories and key beliefs about Jesus (Incarnation &
resurrection/salvation)
e.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Knowledge and Understanding of Hinduism and other religions and worldviews
a.
Describe what Hindus might learn from Murtis and symbols
a.
Describe what believers might learn from Hindu stories about Rama & Sita, Krishna, Creation and the
Trimurti
b.
Describe the importance of prayer and worship in Hindu life
c.
Describe some of the rules and guidance used by Hindus and Jews and how these might be applied to
working with others
d.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Upper Key Stage 2 pupils are taught:
Enquiry about the nature of religion and belief
a.
Describe and explain different ideas about human relationships with reference to 3 faiths explored
a.
Ask important questions about religious experience & revelations and moral choices referring to the faiths
studied
b.
Ask and suggest answers about important questions about life after death with reference to the faiths
studied

c.
Describe and explain the different views of sacred space, sacred text and sacred people with reference to
2 faiths
d.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Knowledge and Understanding about Christianity
a.
Make links between Jesus life and teaching and different form of Christian action e.g. ritual, protest, charity
a.
Describe and compare different Christian beliefs about how God might communicate with humans
exploring concepts of sacred texts, revelation and the Holy Spirit
b.
Describe and compare different ideas Christians may have about salvation and life after death
c.
Describe how Christians express beliefs of Jesus as “God made man” and Saviour in art and worship
d.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Knowledge and understanding about Muslim/Sikh faith
a.
Make links between Muslim/Sikh teachings about God and guidance for life
a.
Describe and compare how important aspects of Muslim/Sikh beliefs are reflected in the buildings and
practices of a community
b.
Describe and compare different ways of demonstrating commitment to a tradition of religion and belief
c.
Describe and compare different ideas about life after death within Islam/Sikhism
d.
Use appropriate examples to support their ideas and opinions
Records
● Pupils’ experiences and achievements in R.E. are recorded throughout, and at the end of each phase in the
and Assessment
R.E. assessment spreadsheet.
● Assessments are made through:
● Observing
● Listening
● Questioning
Inclusion
● We are committed to Inclusion
● We aim to identify, understand and overcome barriers to participation and belonging
● We provide equal opportunities for all learners regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, impairment, medical
concerns, attainment or background
Safety
● All activities will take place with due regard to the health and safety of all participants
● Risk Assessments for are maintained and appropriate equipment is regularly checked

Review

● This curriculum statement will be reviewed regularly by the subject leader

R.E. Long Term Plan
Very occasionally, the order of topics will change to fit in with other curriculum areas. Please see year group curriculum
information for any variation.
Year 1
Autumn
Term 1
Autumn
Term 2

Is everybody special?
Should we celebrate
Harvest or Christmas?

Year 2
Who should you
follow?
Do religious symbols
mean the same to
everyone?

Year 3
Do Christians have to
take communion?
Is light a good symbol
for celebration?

Year 4
Do Murtis help Hindus
understand God?
Does the Christmas
narrative need Mary?

Year 5
Do Muslims need the
Qur’an?
Does God
communicate with
man?

Year 6
Are Saints encouraging
role models?
Is “God made Man” a
good way to
understand the
Christmas story?

Spring
Term 1

Does Creation help
people understand
God?

Does everyone
celebrate the New
Year?

Spring
Term 2

Should everyone follow How should the Church
Jesus?
celebrate Easter?

Summer
Term 1

Are some stories more
important than others?

Can stories change
people?

Summer
Term 2

Do we need shared
special places?

How should you spend
the weekend?

Is a Jewish /Hindu child
free to choose how to
live?

Is a holy journey
necessary for
believers?

Does Easter make
sense without
Passover?
Does Jesus have
authority for
everyone?
Can made-up stories
tell the truth?

Should believers give
things up?

Does the community of
the Mosque help
Muslims lead better
lives?
Was the death of Jesus
a worthwhile sacrifice?

Did Jesus really do
miracles?

Are you inspired?

Does prayer change
things?

What’s best for our
world? Does religion
help people decide?

Do clothes express
belief?

Is the resurrection
important to
Christians?
Can we know what
God is like?
Does it matter what
people believe about
creation?

SEND - Special Educational Needs & Disabilities

What does SEND mean?
● A child has a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of others of
the same age, or
● A child has a disability which prevents or hinders him or her from making use of

facilities of a kind generally provided for others of the same age.

Special Educational Provision is:
Support that is additional to or different from that made generally for other children
of the same age. This may take the form of additional adult support or a targeted
intervention.

The Graduated Response
All schools must use the graduated response to supporting children as laid out in the
Governments SEND Code of Practice. The full document can be found at Special
educational needs and disability code of practice: 0 to 25 years

At Sandhills we follow a 5 step support approach:

Individual Pupil Profile
What are they?
A Pupil Profiles are a summary of what matters to the young person and how to
support them well.
Why use them?
• Pupil Profiles capture important information to enable teachers to personalise learning for each young
person. This information enables teachers to be aware of the strengths, interests and specific support
needs of their pupils. Profiles are then used to inform action planning and target setting, so that these
reflect what is important to the young person and how best to support them. This can make targets more
meaningful and relevant to the young person.
• They are a way for the young person to have a voice in how they are supported in school, and to have
their strengths and what is important to them as an individual acknowledged.
•Profiles are also a way for parents/carers to share their knowledge and expertise on how best to support
their child.
• They are a way to share information between staff, for example when supply teachers have to cover a
class, and to create a smooth transition from one class to another by giving the new teacher strategies to
get the best out of each and every pupil. This is really useful in building up positive relationships, as the
teacher has a prior knowledge of interests and strengths.
• Profiles grow and develop over the school year and can be the basis for more detailed person centred
plans.

Example of a completed Pupil Profile

